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Plant introductions (Pis) may increase the genetic variability of soybean populations and lead 
to greater genetic gains from selection. Five soybean populations containing different percentages of 
PI parentage were developed at Iowa State University to evaluate the use of Pis for increasing genetic 
variability for seed yield in a recurrent selection program. The objective of this study was to evaluate 
the performance and genetic variability of the Cycle 4 (C4) populations of APIO (100 % PI), API I 
(75 % PI), API 2 (50 % PI), API 3 (25 % PI), and API4 (0 % PI) for agronomic traits and seed 
composition. Multiplexing technology for simple sequence repeats (SSRs) was developed to 
facilitate the molecular diversity analysis of the elite and PI parents of APIO to API 4. The mean 
performance of the C4 populations for seed yield was inversely proportional to the percentage of PI 
parentage that was initially present in CO. Genetic variance estimates for seed yield were similar 
among populations, indicating that the Pis did not provide greater genetic variability when recurrent 
selection was conducted for four cycles. APIO to API3 had higher means and more genetic 
variability for seed weight and. in particular, protein content, suggesting Pis may be valuable for the 
simultaneous improvement of yield and protein in a recurrent selection program. Eleven multiple.\ 
sets comprising 74 SSR markers were developed to analyze the molecular diversity of the PI and elite 
parents of APIO to API 4. Results from the analysis showed greater diversity and less genetic 
similarit\' among the Pis than among the elite genotypes. The least amount of genetic similarity^ was 
between the Pis and elite genotypes. The ability of SSRs to distinguish among elite soybean 






The development of soybean cultivars [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] typically involves crossing 
desirable parents, inbreeding the population, and selecting superior pure lines for release. The 
success of this approach depends on the amount of genetic variability in a population, which is 
strongly influenced by the genetic diversity of the parents. The pedigrees of current soybean cultivars 
grown in North America trace to a limited number of plant introductions (Pis), and the genetic base 
has become narrower from conventional breeding practices (Gizlice et al.. 1994). This may limit the 
development of superior soybean cultivars in the future. 
In recognition of this potential limitation, the soybean breeding project at Iowa State 
University initiated in 1973 a long-term study to introduce G. max Pis into soybean populations and 
to evaluate their contribution to seed yield improvement. In 1973. a yield test of 240 Pis of Maturit\' 
Groups (MG) I to IV was conducted in Iowa and the 40 highest yielding Pis were identified. In 
addition, the 40 highest yielding elite genotypes of MG I to IV were identified based on the 1973 
Iowa Soybean Yield Test and 1973 Uniform Soybean Test. The 40 Pis and the 40 elite genotypes 
were used to form five populations with different percentages of PI parentage designated APIO to 
AP14 (Fehr and Cianzio. 1981). The percentage of PI parentage was 100% for AP10. 75% for AP11. 
50% for AP12. 25% for AP13. and 0% for AP14. 
To evaluate the potential of the Pis for increasing the genetic improvement for seed yield, 
recurrent selection for yield was conducted simultaneously in each of the five populations. Velio et 
al. (1984) evaluated the genetic variability of the Cycle 0 (CO) populations of APIO to AP14. They 
found that the populations with PI parentage had greater genetic variability than API4. Ininda et al. 
(1996) evaluated the genetic gain for yield in each population across three cycles of selection. The 
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results from their study showed that the mean yield of the populations was inversely proportional to 
their percentage of PI parentage. APIO had the lowest mean yield and API4 had the highest mean 
yield for each of the three cycles of selection. The authors also reported that the average rate of 
genetic improvement for yield was greater in API4 compared with the other populations. A 
significant linear increase for yield in all populations was detected, however, indicating that the Pis 
contributed favorable alleles for seed yield. Ininda et al. (1996) also estimated the genetic variability 
across four cycles of recurrent selection in APIO to API 4. and reported that the Pis did not provide 
greater genetic variability when recurrent selection was conducted for multiple cycles. They 
indicated that the precision of their genetic variance estimates was limited by the evaluation of 90 
random lines from each population in hill plots during a single year at two locations that were only 
two miles apart. They suggested that more precise estimates would be obtained if 100 random lines 
were evaluated in row plots at three or more diverse locations in multiple years. The genetic 
variability and the performance of APIO to API 4 for seed weight or seed composition was not 
evaluated by Velio et al. (1984) or by Ininda et al. (1996). 
DNA marker analysis may assist with the transfer of favorable alleles from Pis into elite 
soybean populations. The efficacy of this approach will depend on the level of DNA polymorphism 
that e.xists between elite soybean genotypes and Pis that have agronomic merit. The molecular 
diversity among the PI and elite parents of APIO to API 4 has not been estimated. 
The objective of this study was to evaluate the impact of recurrent selection on the 
performance and genetic variability of the C4 populations of APIO to AP14 for agronomic traits and 
seed composition. High-throughput molecular marker procedures were developed to facilitate the 
molecular diversity analysis of the PI and elite parents of APIO to API 4. 
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Literature Review 
Genetic variability of soybean 
The ideal breeding population is one with a desirable mean for the trait of interest and a large 
genetic variance (Cox et al., 1985). To satisfy the first criterion, soybean breeders have primarily 
utilized single crosses between elite parents selected for their desirable phenotype (Fehr, 1987a). 
This approach has been successful, as demonstrated by the genetic gains made for seed yield and 
other polygenic traits since the onset of conventional soybean breeding in the 1940s (Specht and 
Williams. 1984). To satisfy the second criterion, breeders try to maximize the genetic diversity of the 
parents in a cross to increase the likelihood of segregating loci in the population. The genetic 
diversity of the parents may be limited in soybean because of its narrow genetic base. 
Before soybean hybridization programs began in the 1940s, the first phase of cultivar 
development involved the direct increase of introduced germplasm from other countries, commonly 
referred to as plant introductions (Pis) (Fehr. 1987a). Most of the Pis originated from Asia, which is 
considered to be the center of origin of soybean (Probst and Judd, 1973). The second phase of 
soybean cultivar development was the selection of desirable genotypes within heterogeneous Pis 
(Fehr. 1987a). When hybridization programs were initiated, most of the parent selections were the 
ancestral cultivars developed from the first two phases of soybean cultivar development (Fehr. 
1987a). Since that time, there has been little introgression of new PI germplasm for yield 
improvement (Snellen 1994): therefore, the Pis that were initially introduced constitute the primar>' 
gene pool from which conventional soybean breeding programs have utilized to date. 
Several researchers have estimated the number of Pis that constitute most of the genetic base 
of North American soybean cultivars fay pedigree analysis. Delannay et al. (1983) evaluated the 
pedigrees of 158 soybean cultivars developed from 1951 to 1981 and estimated that the gene pool 
could be traced to 50 Pis. They also indicated that = 80 % of the northern soybean gene pool, which 
contained genotypes of MG III or earlier, was contributed by 10 Pis and that 80 % of the southern 
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soybean pool, which contained genotypes of MG IV or later, was contributed by seven Pis. In two 
independent studies, Specht and Williams (1984) and Hymowitz and Bernard (1991) examined the 
occurrence of Pis in the pedigrees of soybean cultivars released over similar time periods. In their 
analysis of 136 cultivars of MG 00 to IV that were released between 1939 and 1981, Specht and 
Williams (1983) estimated that a 88% of the genetic base could be traced to 12 Pis. Hymowitz and 
Bernard (1991) reported that eight Pis occurred in the pedigrees of more than 75 % of 221 soybean 
cultivars. In a more comprehensive study, Gizlice et al. (1994) estimated the genetic base of 258 
soybean genotypes that represented southern and northern cultivars publicly released in North 
America from 1947 to 1988. They estimated that 16 Pis contributed more than 85 % of the genes 
represented in the 258 soybean genotypes. 
A change in the level of genetic diversity of elite soybean cultivars from conventional 
breeding practices has been estimated by coefficient of parentage (CP) analysis. CP is an estimate of 
the probability that two random alleles sampled from each of two individuals will be identical by 
descent (Malecot. 1948). This measure depends on accurate pedigree information and typically 
requires several assumptions, namely (1) equal contribution of parents to all progeny, (2) completely 
inbred or noninbred parents. (3) ancestors equally unrelated, (4) absence of genetic drift, (5) absence 
of selection, and (6) absence of mutation (Kisha et al., 1997). The CP between two individuals can 
range from zero, no relationship, to one. complete relationship. A CP of zero indicates no 
relationship because there are no parents in common. A CP of one indicates complete relationship, as 
would be among selfed-progeny from a completely inbred parent For a self-pollinated crop species, 
such as soybean, parents are usually assumed to be completely inbred (Sneller, 1994). 
Gizlice et al. (1993) measured changes in the CP of soybean cultivars released between 1947 
and 1988. They reported an average CP of 0.13 and found that it increased with time. The authors 
estimated that cultivars released after 1983 might carry 50% more alleles in common than cultivars 
released before 1954 and that the genetic base had been reduced four-fold over the past 50 yr. of 
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conventional soybean breeding. Sneller (1994) estimated the CP among 61 northern cultivars (MG I 
to III) and 61 southern cukivars (MG IV to VI) that were released by public and private agencies 
between 1989 and 1992. The average CP among all cultivars was 0.17, among the northern cultivars 
was 0.23. among the southern cultivars was 0.26. and between the cultivars from the North and South 
was 0.10. Comparison of the estimates of Gizlice et al. (1993) with those of Sneller (1994) indicated 
that the genetic base of soybean has become narrower. St. Martin et al. (1982) and Cox et al. (1985) 
independently calculated the average CP for northern cultivars released between 1976 and 1985 and 
reported a reduction of the genetic base of soybean over time. They both estimated that = 20 % of the 
genetic base in soybean had eroded by genetic drift since the onset of modem cultivar development. 
The common breeding practice of utilizing elite soybean cultivars and lines as parents has 
continually recombined many of the same genes contributed by a limited number of Pis (Specht and 
Williams. 1984). Considering that Gizlice et al. (1993) estimated that many soybean cultivars have 
the e.xtent of flill-sib relationships, future use of elite x elite crosses may result in limited genetic 
gains. Incorporation of new Pis into breeding programs may introduce unique favorable alleles for 
yield and other traits into soybean populations. 
The use of Pis for seed yield improvement in soybean has been very limited (Thompson et 
al.. 1998a). Tliome and Fehr (1970) evaluated the use of Pis for yield improvement in single crosses 
(elite X PI) and three-way crosses [(elite x PI) x elite]. They found that the three-way crosses were 
higher yielding and produced greater genetic variability than the single crosses. Khalf et al. (1984) 
evaluated single, three-way, and double crosses [(PI x elite) x (PI x elite)]. They also reported that 
three-way crosses were more variable and produced the highest frequency of superior lines. 
Schoener and Fehr (1979) evaluated the relationship between the percentage of PI parentage 
present in a population and its genetic variability and agronomic performance. They evaluated five 
populations designated API to APS that were formed by intermating four Pis, four elite genotypes, or 
both sets of parents (Fehr and Clark, 1973). API had 100 % PI parentage, AP2 75 %, AP3 50 %. 
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AP4 25 %, and AP5 0 %. They reported that APS had the greatest genetic variability for seed yield 
and that mean seed yield decreased as the percentage of PI parentage increased. 
Velio at al. (1984) evaluated populations APIO to API4 that were formed with 40 Pis, 40 
elite cultivars of lines, or both sets of parents. The percentage of PI parentage was 100% for AP10. 
75% for API 1, 50% for API2, 25% for API3, and 0% for API4 (Fehr and Cianzio, 1984). They 
found that API2 had the greatest genetic variability for seed yield and that there was an inverse 
relationship between population performance for seed yield and percentage of PI parentage. Ininda et 
al. (1996) measured the rate of genetic gain of APIO to API 4 across three cycles of recurrent 
selection by evaluating the cycle parents from each population. They found that there was a 
significant linear increase in seed yield in all populations across each cycle and that AP14 had the 
greatest rate of genetic gain. 
Although soybean breeders have attempted to utilize Pis for yield improvement, transgressive 
segregation in populations formed with elite and PI parentage has been rare (Thome and Fehr. 1970; 
Shoenerand Fehn 1979; Khalaf et al., 1984). Sneller (1994) found that only one PI (PI 257.435) had 
made a significant contribution to a high-yielding cultivar in the last ten years by serving as a parent 
of'S 1346\ The most commonly used strategy for increasing the diversity of soybean for polygenic 
traits has been to select Pis for their performance prior to their use in breeding programs (Sneller et 
al.. 1997). It is not known how this screening procedure impacts the diversity of the Pis compared 
with the elite genotypes. Because Pis have no known pedigrees, the genetic diversity among Pis and 
elite soybean genotypes can not estimated by comparing their parentage. DNA marker-based 
methods are an alternative approach for estimating genetic diversity that is independent of pedigree 
information. 
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Overview of DNA marker systems 
Several DNA marker systems have been used to assess the molecular diversity of soybean 
including restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), amplified fragment length 
polymorphism (AFLP), random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), and simple sequence repeat 
(SSR) markers. RFLPs are based on DNA length variation between two restriction enzyme sites 
(Russell. 1992). DNA probes that are complementary to sequences flanked by the restriction enzyme 
sites are used to detect RFLPs by Southern analysis. RFLP markers typically show codominant-
Mendelian inheritance enabling the detection of both alleles at a locus in a heterozygote. RFLPs are 
due to insertions or deletions between the two restriction sites or to the addition or loss of a restriction 
site. 
AFLP marker technology utilizes the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify DNA 
fragments generated by restriction enzyme digestion that have adapter sequences attached to their 
over-hanging digested ends (Maughan et al.. 1996). Primer sequences are designed that are 
complementary to the adapter and restriction enzyme sequence, but contain selective nucleotides at 
their 3' end. Only those DNA fragments that have complementary sequences to the primers are 
amplified by PCR. The number of fragments amplified depends on the length of the selective 3' end 
of the primers. The 5' end of the primers are labeled with a radioactive base or fluorescent chemical 
to detect the fragments on a gel. As with RFLPs, AFLPs may result from insertions or deletions 
between restriction sites or from the addition or loss of a restriction site. AFLP markers typically 
show dominant inheritance whereby a fragment is present (dominant) or absent (recessive). 
RAPD technology utilizes short (= 9 to 10 bp) oligonucleotide primers to amplify genomic 
regions by PCR (Waugh and Powell, 1992). The number of PCR products generated depends on the 
length of the primer, the size of the target genome, and is based on the probability that 
complementary genomic sequences are present on both strands in opposite orientation. The PCR 
products are analyzed on a gel that is stained with a chemical that specifically binds DNA, such as 
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ethidium bromide. Polymorphism is primarily due to the loss of a primer-binding site; therefore. 
RAPDs show dominant inheritance in the same fashion as AFLPs. 
SSR markers are composed of a 1 to 6 base pair (bp) DNA sequence, for example (ATT)n, 
that is repeated a variable (n) number of times (Litt and Luty, 1989). The regions that flank an SSR 
are usually conserved. This conservation enables the development of complementary primers to these 
regions for amplifying the intervening SSR by PCR (Ashley and Dow, 1994). Variations in the 
number of times that the SSR is repeated produces PCR products of different length (Tautz. 1989). 
As with RFLPs. SSRs show codominant inheritance. SSR length variation is due to slipped-strand 
mispairing or to unequal crossing-over (Ashley and Dow, 1994; Moxon and Wills, 1999). With 
slipped-strand mispairing, the template DNA strand or the nascent strand slips during DNA 
replication and pairs with the wrong repeat causing DNA polymerase to add or delete one or more 
copies of the repeat to the new strand of DNA. Similarly, unequal crossing over during meiosis may 
lead to the addition or deletion of one or more repeats. 
Molecular diversity of soybean 
Keim et al. (1989) evaluated the molecular diversit>' of 47 G. max genotypes including Pis, 
ancestral cultivars. and modem cultivars with 17 RFLP markers. They detected the least amount of 
diversity within the modem cultivars. The average diversity of the modem cultivars was 0.16. of the 
ancestral cultivars was 0.26. and of the Pis was 0.37. They reported that only two of the 17 RFLP 
marker loci had three alleles while the rest exhibited one or tu'o and indicated that the low level of 
polymorphism might be due to the homozygosity of soybean, which would make the occurrence of 
any deleterious mutation rare. They also suggested that the low level of diversity detected among the 
modem cultivars might reflect their common ancestr>'. This was further supported by Keim et al. 
(1992) who evaluated the diversity of several soybean cultivars with 138 RFLP markers. Based on 
their results, it was estimated that only 20 % of the markers would be polymorphic between any two 
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elite soybean genotypes. Skorupska et ai. (1993) detected a low level of RFLP diversity in soybean in 
their analysis of ancestral soybean genotypes. Pis, and southern elite lines. They found that only 
35 % of the probes detected a RFLP between any two genotypes at a frequency greater than 0.30. 
Maughan et al, (1996) used 15 AFLP primer pairs to assess the diversity of a broad sample of 
23 soybean genotypes including modem cultivars, one ancestral cultivar. Pis, and G. soja accessions. 
They detected 759 AFLP fragments across all genotypes with a range of 9 to 27 fragments detected 
per primer pair, of which 36 % were polymorphic in the total sample and 17 % were polymorphic 
among the G. max genotypes. They performed cluster analysis to compare the genetic similarity 
among genotypes. Within the G. max group, they found tight clustering among the cultivars, which 
illustrated the low level of diversity within elite soybean. 
Thompson et al. (1998b) conducted RAPD analysis on 18 ancestral cultivars and 17 Pis with 
169 primers. The objective of their study was to evaluate the genetic relationships among and 
diversity present in 18 major contributing ancestors to the North American soybean gene pool and Pis 
that were selected for their agronomic potential. They found that 34 % of the amplified fragments 
were polymorphic in the total sample and reported an average genetic distance of 0.56 between the 
ancestral cultivars and the selected Pis. They were able to separate several of the Pis by cluster 
analysis based on RAPD genotype and indicated that they may be a valuable source of diversity for 
soybean breeding programs. 
Akkaya et al. (1992) measured the polymorphism and inheritance of SSR markers in soybean. 
They searched GenBank, a computer database of published sequence information, for the occurrence 
of SSRs in soybean. Out of the 33 soybean sequences that contained SSRs, most had (AT) and 
(ATT) repeat motifs. They constructed PCR primer pairs for six (AT) SSRs by using flanking 
sequences obtained from a soybean genomic DNA library. They analyzed the polymorphism of these 
SSRs in a diverse sample of G. max and G. so/a genotypes and detected up to eight PCR products per 
primer pair. They measured the inheritance of the SSRs by evaluating their segregation patterns in Ft 
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populations and detected a ratio of 1:2:1, which indicated the SSRs were inherited in codominant-
Mendelian fashion. 
Rongwen et al. (1995) measured the ability of four (ATT) SSRs and three (AT) SSRs to 
distinguish among 96 diverse soybean genotypes including cultivars. G. max Pis, G. soja Pis. and 
Chinese landraces. They detected 11 to 26 alleles per SSR locus and found that only two cultivars 
had identical SSR genotypes, which was attributed to their similar pedigrees. They concluded that 
SSRs with (AT) and (ATT) repeat motifs are highly polymorphic in soybean. 
Diwan and Cregan (1997) evaluated the SSR diversity among 35 soybean genotypes that 
accounted for more than 95 % of the alleles in North American soybean. SSR analysis was 
conducted by labeling one of the flanking primers for each of the 20 SSR markers with a fluorescent 
dye. Three different dyes were used to label the primers, which enabled the analysis of several SSR 
markers in a gel lane - a technology referred to as multiplexing. They were able to distinguish each 
genotype with the 20 SSRs and concluded that SSR markers would have great utility in identifying 
soybean cultivars for proprietary purposes. 
Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation includes four additional chapters. Chapters 2 to 4 are three manuscripts 
submitted for publication in Crop Science or the Journal of Molecular Breeding. Chapter 2 is a study 
on the evaluation of the Cycle 4 populations of APIO to API 4 for seed yield and seed composition. 
Chapter 3 describes the development of multiplex sets of SSR markers to facilitate the molecular 
diversity analysis of the PI and elite parents of APIO to AP14, which is discussed in Chapter 4. 
General conclusions are discussed in Chapter 5. Three appendix sections are included that contain 
additional data for each study. Data for Chapter 2 including the form of analysis of variance used in 
the study, results from the analysis of variance, and the Cycle 4 line means for APIO to AP14 across 
environments are provided in appendices Al to A3. Appendices BI to B2 describe the primer 
sequences of the SSR markers and the multiplex sets and multiplexing conditions used for SSR 
analysis. Examples of electropherograms for each multiplex set are provided in appendix B3. 
Appendix C lists the SSR allele frequencies among the parents of API 0 to API 4. 
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PERFORMANCE AND GENETIC VARIABILITY OF SOYBEAN POPULATIONS WITH 
PLANT INTRODUCTION PARENTAGE 
A paper submitted to Crop Science 
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Abstract 
Tlie use of plant introductions (Pis) may increase the genetic diversity of soybeans. Soybean 
populations containing different percentages of PI parentage designated AP10 to API4 were 
developed at Iowa State University to evaluate the use of Pis for increasing the genetic variability for 
seed yield in a recurrent selection program. TTie objective of this study was to evaluate the impact of 
recurrent selection on the performance and genetic variability of the Cycle 4 (C4) populations of 
APIO to API 4 for agronomic traits and seed composition. The performance of the C4 populations for 
seed yield was inversely proportional to the percentage of PI parentage that was initially present in 
CO. with the exception - that the highest-yielding line was from APIO (100 % PI). This single result 
should be interpreted with discretion, for reasons discussed. Genetic variance estimates for seed yield 
were similar among populations, indicating that the Pis did not provide greater genetic variability 
when recurrent selection was conducted for four cycles. Populations formed with PI parentage had 
higher means and more genetic variability for seed weight and. in particular, protein content, 
suggesting that Pis may be valuable for the simultaneous improvement of yield and protein in a 
recurrent selection program. 
Introduction 
The development of soybean cultivars typically involves crossing elite parents, inbreeding the 
populations, and selecting superior lines. The success of this approach depends on the level of 
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genetic variabilit\' in a population, which is primarily conditioned by the genetic diversit\' of the 
parents. The genetic base of the North American elite soybean population has been characterized as 
relatively narrow because approximately 80 % of the genetic base was contributed fay fewer than 20 
plant introductions (Pis) (Delannay el al., 1983; Specht and Williams, 1984; Gizlice et al.. 1994). 
The impact of breeding efforts on genetic diversity has been estimated by coefficient of 
parentage (CP) analyses. Gizlice et al. (1994) evaluated the CP of 258 public soybean cultivars 
released between 1947 and 1988. They obtained an average CP of 0.13 and indicated that the CP 
among cultivars had increased with time. The authors also estimated that cultivars released after 
1983 may have 50 % more genes in common than cultivars released before 1954. Sneller (1994) 
estimated the CP among 61 northern lines and 61 southern lines that were released by public and 
proprietary agencies between 1989 and 1992. The average CP was 0.17 among all lines, 0.23 among 
the northern lines, and 0.26 among the southern lines. This general narrowing of the genetic base of 
elite soybeans may limit future genetic gains for seed yield or for other quantitative traits of economic 
importance. 
Although soybean breeders have attempted to utilize Pis for yield improvement, transgressive 
segregation in populations formed with elite and PI soybean parentage has been rare (Thome and 
Fehr. 1970: Shoener and Fehr; 1979; Khalaf etal., 1984). Sneller (1994) found that only one PI (PI 
257.435) had made a significant contribution to a high-yielding cultivar in the last ten years. The 
immediate benefits from the use of novel Pis will likely be impeded by a low frequency of favorable 
alleles and undesirable linkages in this germplasm source and the lack of adaptability of lines derived 
from Pis. 
Successfiil utilization of Pis by conventional breeding methods may require e.xtensive 
evaluation to fully evaluate their potential, such as a recurrent selection with genetically broad-based 
populations containing PI parentage. This strategy was initiated in 1973 by the soybean breeding 
project at Iowa State University. Forty high-yielding G. max Pis and 40 high-yielding elite cultivars 
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and lines of Maturity Group (MG) I to IV were used to form five populations designated APIO to 
AP14 with different percentages of PI parentage (Fehr and Cianzio, 1981). The percentage of PI 
parentage was 100% for APIO, 75% for API 1. 50% for AP12, 25% for AP13, and 0% for AP14. 
Recurrent selection for seed yield by selfed-progeny evaluation has been conducted in the populations 
simultaneously. To assess the initial diversity contributed by the Pis, Velio et al. (1984) measured the 
genetic variability for seed yield in the Cycle 0 (CO) populations. The genetic variance estimates in 
the populations formed with PI parentage were about twice as large as the estimate for API4, which 
indicated that the Pis increased diversity. TTiey also found that the mean seed yield of the populations 
increased as the percentage of PI parentage decreased. Ininda et al. (1996) measured the genetic gain 
for seed yield across three cycles of selection by evaluating the cycle parents from each population. 
They found that API 4 had the greatest rate of genetic gain, although they did detect a significant 
linear increase in seed yield in all populations across each cycle, which indicated that the Pis 
contributed favorable alleles. 
The utility of a recurrent selection program for developing cultivars that would be suitable for 
commercial production depends on the ability to select lines with desirable characteristics for the trait 
of interest and other traits of economic value that have not been under selection. Recurrent selection 
in APIO to API4 has been conducted for seed yield without regard to other traits, except for maturit\'. 
Ininda et al. (1996) detected a positive or neutral influence on plant lodging from selection for yield 
in APIO to AP14 from CI to C3. The five populations have not been evaluated for seed weight or 
seed composition. The objective of this study was to evaluate the impact of recurrent selection on the 
performance and genetic variability of the C4 populations of APIO to API 4 for agronomic traits and 
seed composition. 
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Materials and Methods 
The development of the base (CO) populations of API 0 to API 4 was previously described in 
detail by Fehr and Cianzio (1981) and will only be reviewed here. The 40 highest-yielding Pis used 
as parents were selected from the evaluation of 240 lines in a replicated test grown in Iowa in 1973. 
The 40 highest-yielding domestic cultivars or elite lines used as parents were selected from the Iowa 
Soybean Yield Test and the Uniform Regional Test, Northern States in 1973. The 80 genotypes 
ranged from MG I to IV. APIO was formed with 100 % PI parentage by intermating the 40 Pis, and 
API4 was formed with 0 % PI (100 % elite) parentage by intermating the 40 elite genotypes. API 1, 
API2, and API3 were formed by systematically intermating all parents. The percentage of PI 
parentage in CO for API I was 75 %, for API 2 was 50 %, and for API 3 was 25 %. A total of four 
generations of intermating were used to synthesize each CO population. 
Recurrent selection for seed yield was initiated in 1979 and was conducted simultaneously in 
each population. For each selection cycle within each population, 200 5 lines were evaluated at 
two locations in Iowa with two replications of single hill-plots per location. The 60 highest-yielding 
lines that had midseason maturitv- from this test were evaluated the following season in two 
replications of two-row plots at three Iowa locations. The 20 highest-yielding lines from this test that 
matured between 'Corsoy 79" (MG I) and 'Pella 86' (MG III) were selected from the test to be the 
parents for the next cycle. The 20 parents were each mated to six other parents to obtain 60 single-
cross populations within each AP group. A similar number of F4 -derived lines were obtained from 
the 60 crosses for the next cycle of selection. 
For our study, 100 F46 lines were randomly chosen from each C4 population of APIO to 
AP14. The 500 lines were divided into 10 sets of 50 entries, with 10 lines from each population 
represented in a set. The experiment was conducted as a randomized complete-block design with two 
replications of each set at Ames, Grand Junction, and Hubbard, lA, in 1996 and 1997. Soil types at 
the locations were a Nicollet loam (fine-loamy, mixed, mesic, Aquic Hapludolls) at Ames and Grand 
Junction and a Harps loam (fine-loamy, mesic, Typic Calciaquoll). in each environment, plots were 
two rows 2.7 m long with 69 cm between rows within a plot and 102 cm between rows of adjacent 
plots. TTie seeding rate was 32 seeds m"' of row. All traits were measured on each plot. Maturity 
was measured as days after 31 August when 95 % of the pods of all plants within a plot had reached 
mature color (R8) (Fehr et al.. 1971). Lodging was scored at maturity on a scale of 1.0 (all plants 
erect) to 5.0 (most plants prostrate). Plant height at maturity was determined by measuring the 
distance from the soil surface to the terminal node of the main stem from a representative plant within 
each plot. Both rows of each plot were harvested with a self-propelled plot combine. The protein, 
oil. and moisture contents of each plot were determined from a random sample of« 600 seeds with a 
Teactor A/B (Hooganas. Sweden) Infratech 1221 near-infrared whole grain analyzer (NIR). The seed 
yield, protein content, and oil content of each plot were expressed on a 13 %-moisture basis. Average 
seed weight was determined in mg sdfrom a random sample of = 600 clean whole seeds. 
Data were analyzed as a randomized complete-block design. Environments, replications. 
sets, and genotypes were considered random effects and populations were considered a fixed effect. 
The components of the phenotypic variance (CT'g, ct'ge. and a*e) and their standard errors were 
estimated from the algebraic combinations of mean squares (Anderson and Bancroft. 1952) obtained 
from the PROC GLM program in SAS (SAS Institute, 1992). Heritability on a plot and entry-mean 
basis were expressed as the ratio of the genotypic variance component to the total phenotypic 
variance (Fehr. 1987). The standard error of heritability was calculated according to Knapp et al. 
(1985). The Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated for estimating the phenotypic correlation 
between seed yield and seed weight, protein content, and oil content based on entry means across 
environments (Snedecor and Cochran, 1989) using the PROC CORR procedure in SAS. 
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Results and Discussion 
There was primarily an inverse relationship between the percentage of PI parentage that was 
initially present in the CO populations and the performance of the C4 populations for seed yield. The 
mean seed yield of API 4 was significantly greater than the other populations {P < 0.05) and API 3 
was significantly greater than AP10 to API2 (Table I). API2 was only significantly greater than 
API 1. which had the lowest mean seed yield, but the difference between the mean of API 0 and API 1 
was only 50 kg ha '. The frequency of lines in each C4 population that exceeded the overall mean 
was 89 % for AP 14, 71 % for AP 13, 36 % for AP 12, 11 % for AP 11, and 12 % for AP 10 (Table 2). 
Similar results were observed by Velio et al. (1984) in their analysis of 200 F4-derived lines from 
each CO population. There were no significant differences among population means for maturit\' {P > 
0.05) (Table 3). which was selected for during each cycle. The populations also did not differ for 
lodging resistance or plant height, which were not selected for at any cycle (Table 3), indicating the 
populations may have exhibited a similar correlated response for these traits with yield selection. 
The highest-yielding line averaged across six environments was A96-604006 from APIO. 
The mean seed yield of A96-604006 was 111 kg ha"' greater than the second-highest-yielding line, 
which was from AP 14, but the difference was not significant. Evaluation of the stability in 
performance of the line showed that it ranked in the top 3 % of all lines in five out of the six 
environments and in the top 10 % in the remaining environment. The yield of this line was adjusted 
for differences among set means for seed yield, but the adjustment did not change the ranking. The 
second-highest-yielding line fi'om APIO, however, ranked 41 among all lines combined and 78 % of 
the lines fi-om APIO had mean performances that were less than the overall mean. 
The high yield of A96-604006 suggested that favorable alleles from the PI parents of APIO 
had combined to produce a unique genotype. Given the potential importance of this finding, 
molecular marker analysis was performed to determine if the line may have been accidentally derived 
from one of the other populations, particularly API 3 or AP14, and misclassified as APIO. In an 
Table 1. Mean, variance component estimates, and heritabilities for seed yield in the Cycle 4 populations of APIO to API4. 
Yield t Variance components J Heritability § 
Population % PI T| Mean li Range a'c, o\ii.; a% Plot Entry mean 
kg ha"' kg ha ' x 10 ^ — 
APIO 100 3541 3177 -- 4478 30.7 ±6.0 19.0 ±4.5 77.8 ±4,8 0.24 ± 0.04 0.76 ±0.15 
APll 75 3491 2744 -4117 44.4 ± 8.1 14.7 ±5.0 94.6 ± 5.8 0.29 ± 0.05 0.81 ±0.15 
AP12 50 3597 2989 -4134 36.7 ± 7.0 17.2 ± 5.0 89.8 ± 5.5 0.26 ± 0.05 0,78 ±0.15 
AP13 25 3818 3168 -4331 48.6 ± 8.8 24.1 ±5.0 82.3 ± 5.0 0.31 ±0.06 0.82 ±0.15 
API 4 0 3950 3349 -4367 35.1 ± 7.1 23.8 ± 5.9 103.4 + 6.4 0.22 ± 0.04 0.74 ±0.15 
to 
t Expressed on a 13 %-moisture basis. 
J Variance estimates are shown with ± their standard error. 
§ Heritability estimates are shown with ± their standard error. Heritability on an entry mean was based on the evaluation at six environments 
with two replications per environment. 
I Percentage of PI parentage that was present in each CO population (Fehr and Cianzio, 1981). 
# The least significant difference for comparing population means at the 0.05 probability level was 67 kg ha '. 
Table 2. Distribution of 100 random lines for seed yield from each Cycle 4 population of APIO to AP14 relative to the mean of 500 lines. 
Standard deviation 
<-2,0 >-2.0 to >-1.5 to >-1.0 to >-0.5 to > 0.0 to >0.5 to >1.0 to >1.5 to >2.0 
Population <-1,5 <-1.0 <-0.5 <0.0 <0.5 <1.0 <1.5 <2.0 
na 
APIO 5 9 19 27 18 14 3 3 1 1 
APII 14 10 17 25 13 10 7 2 2 
API 2 6 2 13 23 20 16 12 6 1 1 
AP13 1 3 2 6 17 17 21 13 7 13 
API 4 3 4 4 11 17 19 19 23 
Table 3. Mean and range for days to maturity, lodging score, and plant height in C4 of APIO to AP14. 
Population 
Maturity Lodging Plant height 
Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range 
(1.... 
APIO 21 t 14-25 2.8 1.4-4.2 90 74-105 
APII 21 12-27 2.9 1.7-4.6 90 69-106 
AP12 20 13-26 2.7 1.5-4.3 94 80 - 111 
AP13 21 16-26 2,5 1.4-3.8 92 78-110 
API 4 21 17-26 2.6 1.7-3.6 97 85-106 
t Differences among population means for days to maturity, lodging score, and plant height among populations were not significantly different 
the 0,05 probability level. 
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independent study, the parents of APIO to API 4 were genotyped with 74 simple sequence repeat 
(SSR) DNA markers. A96-604006 was genotyped with these maricers to determine if it possessed any 
SSR alleles specific to the original PI or elite parents. Two alleles specific to the elite parents were 
detected in A96-604006, indicating that it may not have been derived from APIO. These alleles also 
have been detected at a low frequency in the C5 parents of APIO, however, and may represent a 
mutation of the SSR markers present in the original parents. This is quite possible because the 
mutation rates of SSRs have been found to be relatively high (Edwards et al., 1992; Diwan and 
Cregan. 1997). One allele specific to the Pis was detected in A96-604006 suggesting that API4 was 
not the source population. Based on these results, it was not possible to determine with certainty the 
origin of A96-604006. 
Similar levels of genetic variability for seed yield were detected in all populations (Table 1). 
The rank of the populations was AP13 > APII > API2 > AP14 >AP10. The genotypic variance 
components for APIO, API 1, API2, and API4 differed by less than one standard error, the only 
difference that exceeded one standard error was between APIO and API3. The genotype x 
environment variance components and the heritability estimates among all populations differed by 
less than one standard error (Table 1). The initial increase in genetic variability from the use of Pis 
observed by Velio et al. (1984) in CO did not carry through to C4 as determined in this study, 
indicating that the Pis did not enhance genetic variability when selection was conducted for four 
cycles. The similarity among the populations for genetic variability and heritability of seed yield, but 
the relative superiority in performance of lines from API 4, suggests that the rate of genetic gain 
should be greatest in API4 for several more cycles. 
One possible explanation for differences in genetic variability among the five populations 
between CO and C4 is the relatively large reduction of genetic variance that can occur with the initial 
selection, described as the Bulmer effect (Falconer, 1996). In each cycle, the mean of the 20 lines 
used to form the next population was greater than the mean of all other lines. The 20 parents selected 
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from CO to form each CI population of API 0 to API 3 were selected from a larger phenotypic 
distribution and likely had proportionately less variability than the unselected lines compared with the 
parents from API 4. This can cause a negative covariance of gene effects with a concomitant 
reduction of genetic variance and heritability in the progeny of the first selection. This could have 
been more pronounced in the CI populations of API 0 to API 3 than in API 4. Under these 
conditions, reduction of genetic variance in subsequent generations becomes progressively smaller. 
This may explain the large differences in genetic variability for seed yield between AP10 to API3 
and API4 in CO and the relative similarity among the populations in C4. 
Another possible explanation is that the Pis may have contributed novel alleles at very low 
frequencies that were lost during the early stages of selection due to genetic drift. The probability of 
loss of a favorable allele during selection depends on its initial frequency, its selective advantage and 
the effective population size {N^) (Crow and Kimura, 1970). during recurrent selection in each 
population was » 12. Because the Pis were derived from seven different countries (Fehr and Cianzio. 
1981). it is quite possible that they contributed novel alleles at very low frequencies that may have 
been lost as early as from CO to CI in APIO to AP13. 
AP 10 to API 3 had a higher mean and about twice the level of genetic variability for seed 
weight compared with API4 (Table 4). The phenotypic correlation between seed yield and seed 
weight was measured to determine the relationship between the two traits. Because phenotypic 
correlations were based on entry means across environments, they were predominantly comprised of 
the genotypic component. The correlation between seed weight and seed yield was positive-
significant in all populations, except in APIO, which had a correlation of only 0.16. The significant 
correlation in API I to API3 and the nonsignificant correlation in APIO suggests that the alleles 
contributed by the Pis that influenced seed weight in C4 affected seed yield to a lesser degree, at least 
in a total PI genetic background, compared with the alleles from the elite parents. 
Table 4. Mean, variance component estimates, and heritabilities for seed weight and its plienotypic correlation (r) with seed yield in the 
Cycle 4 populations of APIO to API4. 
Seed weight Variance estimates f Heritability 
Population Mean t Range oV,i: a% Plot Entry mean § r 
mg sd mg sd ' 
APIO 164 124 -194 115.7 ± 18.6 37.0 ± 4.4 50.3 ± 3.1 0.57 + 0.09 0.91 ±0.15 0.16 
APll 152 124- 194 149,6 ±23,6 36.9 ± 4.4 49.3 ± 3.0 0.63 ±0.10 0.93 ±0.15 0.51»* 
AP12 160 139- 187 88.9 ± 14.5 36.5 ± 4.0 4I.4± 2.5 0.53 ± 0.09 0,89 ±0.15 0.42** 
API 3 167 141 - 194 121.5 ± 19.7 42.2 ± 5.3 63.3 ± 3.9 0.54 ± 0.09 0.90 ±0.15 0.56** 
API 4 148 125- 164 55.1 ± 9.2 24.1 ± 3.1 38.8 + 2.4 0.47 ± 0.08 0.87 ±0.15 0.56** 
** Significant at the 0,01 probability level. 
t Variance estimates are shown with ± their standard error. 
J The least significant difference for comparing population means at the 0.05 probability level was 3.3 mg sd 
§ Heritability estimates are shown with ± their standard error. Heritability on an entry mean was based on the evaluation at six environments 
with two replications per environment. 
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There were significant differences among population means for protein content, except 
between API I and API2 (Table 5). AP10 to API3 had a greater mean, a much larger range, and 
more genetic variability for protein content compared with API4. The 50 (upper 10 %) highest 
protein lines included 19 from APIO and none from AP14, whereas the 50 lowest included 35 from 
API4 and only one fi-om APIO. These results indicate that the Pis contributed greater genetic 
variability for protein content than did the elite parents. Most populations had a slightly positive or 
negative correlation between protein content and yield, except for API 1, which had a positive-
significant correlation (Table 5). Of the 10 % highest protein lines, 19 had mean seed yields that were 
greater than the overall population mean, and one line from API2 had a high protein content of 380 g 
kg"' and a mean seed yield > 1.5 SD from the overall mean. Both negative and positive correlations 
between seed yield and protein content have been observed in populations formed with PI and elite 
germplasm (Thome and Fehr, 1970; Simpson and Wilcox. 1983) 
Tlie lack of a negative-significant correlation between seed yield and protein content and the 
relatively large amount of genetic variability detected in C4 of APIO to API 3 suggest that indirect 
selection against high protein content probably did not occur or was not substantial in these 
populations. The low positive correlation detected in API4 was probably due to the relatively low 
genetic variability that was detected in this population and the fact that none of the lines from this 
population had high protein contents. Heritability estimates for protein content and for seed yield was 
high on entry mean basis; therefore, selection for both traits in APIO to AP13 would be effective. 
These data suggest that PI germplasm per se or in combination with elite germplasm may permit the 
simultaneous improvement of seed yield and protein content, or at a minimum, may allow the 
maintenance of a constant level of protein. This could be carried out by using index or tandem 
selection or an independent culling method in a recurrent selection program. 
API4 had greater mean oil content than the other populations (Table 6), which was not 
unexpected considering that this population had the lowest protein content and that the correlation 
Table 5, Mean, variance component estimates, and heritabilities for protein content and its phenotypic correlation (;•) with seed yield in the 
Cycle 4 populations of API0 to API4, 
Protein content t Variance estimates J Heritability 
Population Mean § Range aV, a\ii: Plot Entry mean ^ r 
8 kg ' gkg ' 
APIO 362 334- 386 86.6 ± 13.6 16.7 ± 2.4 33,1 ± 2.0 0.63 + 0.10 0.93 ± 0.15 -0.12 
APII 354 334 - 378 105.1 ± 16.2 13.0 ± 2,2 33,8 + 2,0 0.69 ± 0.11 0.95 ±0.15 0.29 *• 
API2 354 326- 382 lll.5± 17.0 11.0± 1.7 24,7 ± 1,5 0.76 ±0.12 0.96 ±0.15 -0.10 
AP13 359 340- 388 84.6± 13.1 13.5 ± 2.0 26.8 ± 1.6 0.68 + 0.11 0.94 ±0.15 -0.10 
AP14 343 327- 363 52.8 ± 8.4 9.9 ± 1,8 27.7 ± 1.7 0.58 + 0.09 0.93 ±0.15 0.11 
** Significant at the 0.01 probability level. 
t Expressed on a 13 %-moisture basis, 
I Variance estimates are shown with ± their standard error. 
§ The least significant difference for comparing population means at the 0.05 probability level was 2.9 g kg 
I Heritability estimates are shown with ± their standard error. Heritability on an entr>' mean was based on the evaluation at six environments 
with two replications per environment. 
Table 6, Mean, variance component estimates, and beritabilities for oil content and its phenotypic correlation (r) with seed yield in the 
Cycle 4 populations of APIO to AP14, 
Oil content f Variance estimates % Heritability 
Population Mean § Range ov, o'c.i; a"c Plot Entry mean 1) r 
S k g  " '  g k g  '  
APIO 176 165- 191 26.2 ± 4.1 6.2 ± 0.6 6.3 ± 0.4 0.68 ±0,15 0.94 ±0.11 0.19 
APll 176 158- 192 30.2 ± 4.7 4.7 ± 0.6 8.0 ± 0.5 0.70 ±0.15 0.95 ±0.11 -0.01 
API 2 177 165- 193 33.8 ± 5.1 3.5 ± 0,5 6.6 ± 0.4 0.77 ±0.15 0.96 ±0.12 0.20* 
API 3 177 163- 190 21.2 ± 3.3 5.1 ±0.6 6.8 ± 0.4 0.64 ±0.15 0.93 ±0.10 0.14 
AP14 184 167- 200 31.2± 4.8 4.9 ± 0.6 7.2 ± 0.4 0.72 ±0.15 0.95 ±0.11 0.07 
* Significant at the 0,05 probability level. 
t Expressed on a 13 % moisture basis. 
t Variance estimates are shown with ± their standard error. 
§ The least significant difference for comparing population means at the 0.05 probability level was 1.6 g kg '. 
11 Heritability estimates are shown with ± their standard error. Heritability on an entry mean was based on the evaluation at six environments 
with two replications per environment. 
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between protein and oil in all populations was negative-significant with a range of -0.71 to -0.41. The 
strong negative correlation that exists between protein and oil content in soybean is well recognized 
(Burton. 1985). Although selection for high protein and high seed yield may be possible, as described 
previously, it would occur at the e.Kpense of oil content. Genetic variability for oil content was 
greatest in API2, but only differed from AP13 by a 4 g kg"' (Table 6). The correlation between yield 
and oil content was relatively low in all populations, but the heritability for oil was high, indicating 
the selection for yield for four cycles did not seem to influence oil content. 
The results for seed weight, protein content, and oil content reported in this study indicated 
that these traits were unaffected by yield selection for four cycles. This suggests that Pis may be 
valuable for the simultaneous improvement of seed yield and seed traits, in particular protein content, 
in a recurrent selection program. The data do not permit, however, a quantitative assessment to be 
made on the indirect effects from yield selection. To determine this, the original parents and the 
parents of CI to C4 in each population should be evaluated and their performance regressed on cycle 
number to measure the rate of change of these traits. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIPLEX SETS OF SIMPLE SEQUENCE REPEAT DNA 
MARKERS IN SOYBEAN 
A paper submitted for publication in iht Journal of Molecular Breeding 
James M. Narvel, Wen-Chy Chu, Walter R. Fehr, Perry B. Cregan, and R.C. Shoemaker 
Abstract 
Multiplexing involves the analysis of several markers in a single gel lane that is based on the 
allele size range of marker loci. Multiplex SSR marker analysis is conducted with primers that are 
labeled with one of three dyes. The development of an SSR multiplex system requires estimates of 
the allele size range of markers to strategize primer labeling and for grouping markers into multiplex 
sets. A method is presented that describes the development of multiplex sets of SSR markers in 
soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] by the selective placement of primer sites and by the analysis of 
diverse germplasm. Primer sites were placed at specific distances from the SSR to predispose the 
allele size range of marker loci. The analysis of pooled DNA samples comprising diverse soybean 
genotypes provided robust estimates of the allele size range of marker loci that enabled the 
development of multiplex sets. Eleven multiplex sets comprising 74 SSR markers distributed across 
the 20 linkage groups of soybean were developed. Multiplex sets constructed from the analysis of 
diverse soybean germplasm should have a wide range of genotyping applications. The procedures 
used in this study were systematic and rapid and should be applicable for multiplex development in 
any species with SSR marker technology. 
Introduction 
The value of a DNA marker depends upon its informativeness, genomic abundance, mode of 
inheritance, and the costs and labor required for analysis (Rafalski and Tingey, 1993). Simple 
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sequence repeat (SSR), or microsatellite, markers are composed of a I to 6 base pair (bp) DNA 
sequence that is repeated a variable number of times (Litt and Luty, 1989). The regions that flank an 
SSR are usually conserved. This conservation enables the development of complementary primers to 
these regions for amplifying the intervening SSR by PGR (Ashley and Dow. 1994). Variations in the 
number of times that the SSR is repeated produces PGR products of different length (Tautz, 1989). 
Genetic analysis of SSRs usually reveals codominant-Mendelian inheritance resulting in a direct 
relationship between molecular genotype and phenotype. This classifies the region flanked by the 
primers as a locus and PC R-product-length variants as alleles (Akkaya et al., 1992; Ashley and Dow. 
1994). The utility of SSR markers is attributed to their polymorphic nature, ubiquity throughout 
eukaryotic genomes, codominant inheritance, and ease of amplification by PGR (Morgante and 
Olivieri, 1993). 
Conventional SSR analysis involves amplifying individual markers in separate PGR runs, 
radioactive-labeling of PGR products, electrophoresis within individual gel lanes, and 
autoradiographic allele scoring (Reed et al.. 1994). While this approach is relatively effective, it has 
limited resolution for discriminating among alleles separated by one bp (Reed et al., 1994). In 
addition, the time required for processing gels and scoring autoradiographs and the amount of 
materials needed for PGR and gel analysis may impose a further limitation. 
Technologies have been developed for fluorescent detection of SSR alleles in a semi-
automated genotyping system (Ziegle et al.. 1992). The technology utilizes dyes for labeling the 5' 
end of one of the primers that flank an SSR marker locus. PGR amplification produces multiple 
copies of alleles, all of which have a dye label on one end. The SSR alleles are analyzed on a gel-
DNA sequencer system that detects the dye labels by laser excitation. The dyes emit fluorescence at 
certain wavelengths and this information is collected and analyzed by software programs that score 
SSR alleles as peaks on a graphical display (electropherogram). Internal size standards are run within 
each lane for accurate allele sizing, even between alleles separated by only one bp. Three different 
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dyes can be used as labels to analyze at least three markers in a single gel lane, but this number can be 
increased if the allele size range of SSR loci is well characterized. Using this information, alleles 
with the same dye that are run within the same gel lane are correctly scored because they fit the size 
range of their corresponding SSR locus. Based on these features, multiplexing can be conducted by 
amplifying several markers in a single PGR run (multiplex PGR), or by pooling single PGR runs, or 
by combining these approaches. This genotyping system can also be used with amplified fragment 
length polymorphism (AFLP) markers. 
The development of an SSR multiplex system requires information on the allele size range of 
marker loci for labeling primers and for grouping markers into sets. It is paramount that two markers 
with overlapping allele size ranges not be labeled with the same dye. Information on allele size 
ranges may be available from published sources. For example. Reed et al. (1994) developed 39 
chromosome-specific sets comprising 254 SSR markers for human genome analysis by using 
information from genetic databases. Mitchell et al. (1997) developed a multiplex set consisting of 11 
SSR markers for genotyping in Brassica spp. based on previous estimates from conventional analysis. 
Diwan and Cregan (1997) employed 20 fluorescent-labeled SSR markers to assay the genetic 
diversity among 35 ancestral soybean genotypes. Tliey used previous allele size range information to 
multiplex up to 5 SSRs per gel lane. There have been no reports on the development of 
comprehensive multiplex sets of SSR markers in soybean or in any other crop species. TTie objective 
of this study was to develop multiplex sets of SSR markers in soybean by the selective placement of 
primer sites and by the analysis of elite and plant introduction (PI) germplasm. 
Materials and Methods 
DNA extraction 
Seventy-nine soybean genotypes including 40 plant introductions (Pis) and 39 elite cultivars 
and lines ranging in maturity from Groups I to IV were used in this study. The genotypes were 
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previously used as parents in the formation of soybean populations with a broad genetic base, as 
described by Fehr and Cianzio (1981). A 15-20 g leaf material sample was collected from at least 10 
different plants of each genot>'pe. The leaf samples were kept on ice until they were frozen in liquid 
nitrogen and dried in a vacuum for approximately three days. The dried leaf samples were stored at 
-20 °C until DNA extraction. The dried leaves were crushed within a plastic bag to obtain a 
relatively homogenous sample of all plants within a genotype. Approximately 1 g of crushed leaf 
material was placed into a 50-ml screw-cap tube containing a 4 g of 3-mm glass beads. The leaf 
material was ground into a powder by agitation on a paint shaker. DNA was extracted from each 
sample using the CTAB protocol (Keim et al., 1988). 
SSR Marker Selection, Primer Design and Dye Labeling 
Seventy-four SSR markers were used for the development of multiplex sets. Most of the SSR 
markers that were included had (ATT) motifs due to their abundance and polymorphic nature in 
soybean and their easily interpretable allele patterns. The use of SSR markers with mono- or di-
nucleotide repeats was minimized due to their associated stutter allele patterns that can complicate 
accurate genotyping. The original primers for each marker were developed by Cregan et al. (1999). 
New primer sites were chosen to predispose the allele size range for most markers. This was 
conducted using cloned DNA sequences from the soybean cultivar 'Williams' that flanked each SSR. 
Previous estimates of the allele size range of 20 SSR markers were used instead of redesigning their 
primers. Primer sequences were designed with a melting point (T,,) between 60-62 °C and were 
checked by OLIGO v.5.0 (National Biosciences. Inc.) to avoid self-complementation or secondary 
structure. Primers were synthesized on a PE/ABI model 394 or 3948 DNA synthesizer in the DNA 
Sequencing and Synthesis Facility at Iowa State University (Ames, lA). Fluorescent amidites, either 
6-carboxyfluorescein (6-FAM; blue), hexachloro-6-carboxyfluorescein (HEX; yellow), or tetrachloro-
6-carbo.xyfluorescein (TET; green), were directly attached to the 5'-end of the forward primer during 
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the last cycle of oligonucleotide synthesis. The average primer length was 24-mer. A description of 
the primer sequences for the 74 SSR markers is indicated in Table 1. 
PCR Conditions 
All PCR reagents were obtained from Perkin-EImer Applied Biosystems (PE/ABI). Ten-
microliter reaction volumes contained 1.0-|il of 30-ng genomic DNA. 2.0 m^V/magnesium chloride, 
200 \iM of each dNTP (dATP. dCTP, dGTP, dTTP), I.O unit of AmpliTaq''''^ Gold DNA poh/merase, 
and 1.0-|il of GeneAmp® I OX PCR Buffer II. For individual SSR marker analysis, 0.25 pMeach of 
forward and reverse primer was used. For multiplexing, the primer concentrations varied, as 
described in the next section (step 3). PCR runs were conducted on a GeneAmp® model 9600 or 
9700 thermocyclers (PE/ABI). The PCR protocol was 95°C for 10 min followed by 35 cycles of 
95°C for 25 sec, 58°C for 25 sec. and 72°C for 25 sec, followed by a final extension at 72°C for 60 
min. The final extension was used to correct for nontemplate addition by Taq polymerase of a 
nucleotide, primarily adenosine, to the 3' end of amplification products by conversion to plus A 
alleles (Smith et al.. 1995). 
Multiplex Set Development 
Four steps were conducted to develop multiplex sets. Step 1. The allele size range of each 
SSR marker was estimated by analyzing pooled DNA samples. Four pooled DNA samples were 
prepared by combining equal concentrations of DNA from individual genotypes. Two pooled samples 
were formed with five different PI genotypes and two were formed with five different elite genotypes. 
Each pooled DNA sample was amplified with individual markers, as described above. A 1.5-tiI 
volume from each PCR run was mixed with 2.4-(j.l formamide, 0.5-(iI blue dextran/EDTA loading 
dye, and 0.6-p.l internal size standard GS-350 (PE/ABI). The size standard contained DNA fragments 
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labeled with the fluorescent amidite A';yV.A''A^'-tetramethyl-6-carboxyrhodamine (TAMRA; red) 
ranging in size from 35 to 300 bp. The sample was heated for 2 min at 95°C and a ! .3-(i.l volume was 
loaded in one lane of a 4.25 % polyarcylamide gel mounted on a PE/ABI model 377 automated DNA 
sequencer. Electrophoresis was carried out at 3000 V for 2 hr. Data were collected with DNA 
Sequencing Collection software version 2.5 (PE/ABI) and analyzed with GENESCAN ™ Prism 
software version 2.1 (PE/ABI). SSR allele size ranges were estimated with GENOTYPER™ software 
version 2.0 (PE/ABI) by scrolling through the electropherogram and manually clicking on the two 
outermost peaks. Allele sizes were automatically calculated to two decimal places using the local 
Southern algorithm (Elder and Southern, 1987). 
Step 2. Multiplex sets were constructed based on the allele size range estimates and the type 
of forward primer label of markers. Markers that had overlapping allele size ranges, but different 
labels, were considered for a set. Markers with the same label and allele size ranges separated by 
more than 20 bp also were considered for a set. Markers with the same label and overlapping allele 
size ranges were not placed into the same set. Based on these parameters, up to eight SSR markers 
were included in a set. For multiplex PCR, up to three markers with the same dye label were Included 
in a single run. 
Step 3. To optimize the multiplex sets for genotyping, four individual DNA samples were 
analyzed. Initially, equal concentrations of primer were used in multiplex PCR and equal volumes of 
PCR product from each reaction were pooled into a single sample. A 1.5-|il volume of the pooled 
sample was analyzed, as described in Step 1. Primer concentration(s) and the amount of product 
pooled from PCR runs of individual or multiplexed markers were increased or decreased based on the 
signal intensity of their corresponding allele peak when measured in GENOTYPER. 
Step 4. All genotypes were analyzed with each multiplex set to determine if the allele size 
range among multiplexed markers with the same dye label would overlap. The analysis of individual 
genotypes also was conducted to develop GENOTYPER templates for semi-automated genotyping. 
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Results 
Eleven multiplex sets comprising 74 markers were developed for soybean genotyping. Each 
SSR marker was considered a locus and SSR length variants were considered alleles because the 
markers were previously shown to map as a single locus (Cregan et al., 1999). In addition, the 
banding, or allele peak pattern, of each marker was in accordance with the amplification of a single 
locus from a highly homogeneous species where the average number of alleles for an individual 
marker locus was 1.05. For those infrequent cases where an individual genotype had more than one 
allele, it was assumed that the genotype was derived from a plant that was heterozygous for that 
marker locus. 
The average number of markers in a multiplex set was seven. The SSR markers included in 
each set are indicated in Table 1. At least one of the 74 SSR markers occurred on the 20 linkage 
groups of soybean with an average of four markers per linkage group. The location of each marker 
on the current soybean linkage map is shown in Figure 1. Some of the linkage groups contained 
several markers that were relatively evenly spaced, based on estimated genetic distance, (e.g. A2, C2, 
K). whereas other did not (e.g. B I. J. K). The 74 SSR markers included in the eleven multiplex sets 
should provide an adequate sampling of the soybean genome. 
The analysis of a single genotype with the 74 SSR markers required only 11 gel lanes and 40 
PCR runs. A description of all multiplex sets including PCR and pooling conditions, primer 
sequences, and examples of electropherogram displays are provided in Soybase, the USDA-ARS 
sponsored genome database (http//129.186.26.94/publication_data/Narvel/multiplex.html). The 
primer sequences of SSR markers in multiplex sets nine through 11 are the same as those previously 
reported (Cregan et a!.. 1999). 
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Table I. SSR markers included in each multiplex set. 
Multiplex set No. of markers SSR markers t 
1 7 GMGLPSI2, HSP176, Satt022, Satt063, SattOG6, Satt02G, Satt009 
2 5 Sct_026,Sattl55,Satt042,Sattl70. SattI65,Sattl87. 
3 7 Satt072, Satt046, Sattl76, Sattl73, Sattl68, Sattl34, Sattl60 
4 7 SattI84. Sattl79.Sattl72. SattI90,Satt077, Satt005. Sattl41 
5 7 Satt070, Sattl 85, ScttOOS, SattI35. SattO 12, Satt045. SattO 14 
g g Sattl61, Sattl71, Sattl78, Sattl48, Sattl83, Sctt009. Sattl81, 
SattOOl 
7 6 Sattl89,Sattl52,Sattl46,Sattl43, Sattl 82, Sattl75. 
8 6 Satt 186, Satt154, Satt 129. Satt 153, San031. Satt002 
9 7 Satt225. Satt588, Satt271, Satt367, Satt309, Satt307, Satt285 
10 7 Satt384, Satt336, Sattl94, Satt242, Satt329. Satt409, Satt314 
11 6 Satt358, Sat395, Satt227, Satt390, Satt577, Satt357 
t SSR markers with an "S" prefix were obtained from the USDA/ARS Beltsville Agricultural 
Research Center. The suffix of these markers indicates the repeat type (e.g. att). Other SSR markers 

























































































Figure I. Approximate distribution of the 74 SSR markers on the soybean linkage map (Cregan et al., 
1999). The bottom of the linkage groups are labeled with their corresponding letter designations. 
The linkage groups are drawn to scale, in terms of genetic distance, with an estimated length of 10 
cM indicated in the upper right-hand comer. 
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Discussion 
Grouping SSR markers into multiplex sets depends on the dye label of the markers and their 
allele size range. The first step in multiplex development, primer labeling, is critical because it 
chiefly determines the number of markers that can be grouped together in a multiplex set. It is also a 
costly step because the dye labels are relatively expensive. In this study, the primer sites for most of 
the SSR markers were placed physically closer to or further away from the core repeat site to 
predispose the allele size range. This separated the allele size ranges of several marker loci with 
similar SSR repeat motifs, which increased the number of markers that could be included in the same 
multiplex set. 
The analysis of pooled DNA samples from both PI and elite soybean genotypes provided 
robust estimates of the allele size range of marker loci. TTie allele size range between these two 
groups of germplasm differed by a 20 bp or more for a 30 % of the markers. For example. Figure 2 
shows the analysis of pooled DNA samples for marker Satt367. The allele size range detected in the 
PI samples (Panels A and B) was from a 193 to 230 bp whereas the range detected in the elite 
samples was only from s: 211 to 221 bp (Panels B and C). 
The initial screening of four individuals with each multiplex set showed extensive variability 
in the signal intensity of allele peaks from markers within a set. Several markers yielded allele peaks 
with signal intensities » 6000 fluorescent units, whereas others were not detectable in GENOTYPER. 
This was primarily corrected by adjusting the primer concentration in multiplex PGR and/or by 
increasing the amount of PGR product pooled so as not to reduce the amount of multiplex PGR. In 
some cases, markers had to be amplified individually to yield interpretable allele peak patterns. 
These optimization steps greatly improved the accuracy of allele scoring in GENOTYPER. An 
example of an electropherogram for multiplex set six is shown in Figure 3 with the allele size range 
for each SSR marker listed in Table 2. This figure also demonstrates how alleles with the same size, 
but from different markers, are analyzed. As shown in the figure, two 93 bp alleles, one from SattI7 
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Figure 2. Electropherogram display of the analysis of pooled DNA samples for marker Satt367 taken 
from GENOTYPER output. Panel A shows the analysis of a pooled sample of five PI genotypes and 
Panel B a pooled sample of five different PI genotypes. Panel C shows the analysis of a pooled 
sample of five elite genotv'pes and Panel D a pooled sample of five different elite genotypes. The 
top-horizontal scale is a size range in bp and the right-vertical scale is a measure of intensity, in 
fluorescent units, of the allele peaks. The allele size range for Satt367 was estimated from the two 
outermost peaks across all samples that are labeled with the estimated the allele size (193 to 230 bp). 
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(FAM-labeled; blue) and the other from Sattl 81 (HEX-labeled; yellow) were detected. Because 
different dye labels were used, each allele was scored for its corresponding marker. 
All genotypes were tested with each multiple.x set to ensure that the allele size range among 
multiple.xed SSR markers with the same label would not overlap. Additional alleles were detected, 
but only two markers within each of two sets overlapped. In one case, this was corrected by 
substituting one marker into a different set. In the second case, a substitution could not be easily 
made. To correct for this overlap, the reverse primer for one of the markers was placed further away 
from the SSR to eliminate the overlap between the two markers. The smallest difference in allele size 
range among multiplexed markers with the same forward primer label was 9 bp and the average 
minimum difference was 42 bp. The threshold for the allowable minimum difference in allele size 
range between markers in the same set that have the same label should be based on the extent 
evaluation. In this study, two different groups of soybean germplasm representing 79 diverse 
genotvpes were evaluated. Because of this extensive evaluation, the two markers with the same label 
and allele size range separated by only 9 bp were kept in the same multiplex set. If fewer or less 
diverse genotypes are used for multiplex development, the minimum distance should be increased. 
GENOTYPER templates for each multiplex set were developed from the analysis of all 79 
genotvpes. A GENOTYPER template is a database of collected allele size information for each 
marker locus within a multiplex set that is used for semi-automated genotyping. An example of a 
template for multiplex set six is shown in Figure 4. Each SSR marker locus was classified as a group 
and the alleles at that locus are categories of the group. The categories (alleles) were defined by their 
color and the breadth of their peak. When a new allele was identified, the peak range at which it 
occurred was measured at its base, recorded, and used to categorize the allele in whole bp numbers. 
For semi-automated analysis, the templates are run as a macro in GENOTYPER, and. if an individual 
produces a peak for a particular marker that has the color and size range of a category, the peak is 
scored as an allele. This can be interpreted by considering Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 (panel C) shows 
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Figure 3. Electropherogram display of the analysis of eight SSR markers from multiplex set six in a 
single gel lane taken from GENOTYPER output. SSR markers with the same label are anaK'zed in 
individual panels. Panel A shows the analysis of two FAM (blue) labeled SSR markers. Panel B 
three TET (green) labeled SSR markers, and Panel C three HEX (yellow) labeled SSR markers. The 
top-horizontal scale is a size range in bp and the right-vertical scale is a measure of intensity, in 
fluorescent units, of the allele peaks. Each peak is labeled with the size of the allele (bp). 
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Table 2. Description of SSR marker loci in multiplex set six including their dye label, linkage group 
designation, allele size range, grouping for PCR, and the amount of product pooled from each PCR 
run. 
Dye Marker Linkage Allele size PCR PCR 
label t locus group t range (bp) § run *i Pool (|ll) # 
FAM Sattiei a 101 - 156 1 
t 
FAM SattI71 F 247-277 1 
I 
TET SattI78 K 93-126 2 1 
TET Sattl48 I 150- 171 J 
TET Sattl83 J 219-243 J 
HEX Sctt009 H 86-93 4 1 
HEX SattOOl K 103-145 5 
HEX SattlSl H 167-228 5 
J 
t The 5' label of the forward primer of each marker. 
+ Linkage group designations correspond to the ISU/USDA genetic map (Cregan et al., 1999). 
§ Allele size range determined from the analysis of 79 soybean genotypes. 
•[ Markers followed by the same number are amplified in the same PCR run. 
# The volume of PCR product indicated for each PCR run is pooled into a single sample. A 1.5-ul 
volume of the pooled sample is used for analysis. 
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three yellow-labeled peaks. The peak that was scored as a 203-bp allele fits this category from 
SattOOl as indicated in Figure 4. This feature would be advantageous for analyzing mapping 
populations derived from parents whose allele data are stored in GENOTYPER templates. Tliis 
method of analysis is considered semi-automated because manual inspection of peaks on an 
electropherogram is needed to ensure accurate allele size scoring by the software. The information 
generated by GENOTYPER templates can be incorporated into tables and stored in EXCEL format. 
Multiplex SSR marker technology facilitates higli-throughput, accurate, and cost-effective 
genotyping. The use of the GENOTYPER templates developed in this study should expedite future 
analyses while maintaining a level of accuracy that would far exceed that from conventional analysis. 
The use of the 11 multiplex sets for genotyping reduces the cost of PGR reagents by = 45% and gel 
costs by = 85% compared with conventional procedures. Greater use of multiplex PGR by 
incorporating more markers into a single PGR run could further reduce this cost. In this study, the 
most time consuming step was the optimization of multiplex PGR. The current version of the primer 
design software program OLIGO (v. 6.0) has features to facilitate the development of multiplex PGR 
protocols. Extensive use of multiplex PGR could, however, limit the flexibility of a multiplex set 
whereby additions or substitutions of markers may require extensive reoptimization. 
Because the multiplex sets were constructed by using diverse germplasm, they should be 
applicable for genotyping most soybean populations without the occurrence of allele overlap. This 
would make the multiplex sets particularly useful for conducting diversitv' analysis, determining 
pedigree relationships, genotyping for proprietary purposes, or in a backcross-introgression scheme to 
selectively recover the recurrent parent. New alleles that may be detected in future studies could 
easily be added to the current GENOTYPER templates. Additional SSR markers could be added to 
the existing multiple.x sets to increase genome coverage that would make the multiplex sets useful for 
linkage mapping. 
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Figure 4. An example of a GENOTYPER template for multiplex set six. The top of the figure 
describes the parameters used to define each category (allele). The bottom of the figure is a list of 
alleles for marker SattOOl and a panial list for Sattl48. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DIVERSITY AMONG SOYBEAN PLANT INTRODUCTIONS AND ELITE GENOTYPES 
FOR SIMPLE SEQUENCE REPEATS 
A paper submitted for publication in Crop Science 
James M. Narvel, Waiter R. Fehr. Wen-Ciiy Chu, David Grant, and Randy C. Shoemaker 
Abstract 
The use of molecular markers to facilitate the introgression plant introduction (PI) germplasm 
into elite soybean cultivars will depend on the amount of polymorphism that exists between elite 
genotypes and Pis. The objective of this study was to assess the simple sequence repeat (SSR) 
diversity of 39 elite soybean genotypes and 40 Pis that were selected for high yield potential. A total 
of 397 alleles were detected among the 79 genotypes across 74 SSR marker loci. The number of 
alleles detected among the Pis was 30 % greater than that detected among the elite genotypes. There 
were 138 alleles specific to the Pis that occurred across 60 SSR loci and 32 alleles specific to the elite 
genotypes that occurred across 27 SSR loci. Average gene diversity among the Pis was 0.56 and 
ranged from 0.0 to 0.84. Average gene diversity among the elite genotypes was 0.50 and ranged from 
0.0 to 0.79. Calculation of simple matching coefficients revealed less genetic similarity among the 
Pis than among the elite genotypes. The least amount of genetic similarity was between the Pis and 
elite genotypes. The ability of SSRs to distinguish among elite soybean genotypes and Pis with 
agronomic merit may assist with the transfer of favorable alleles from Pis into elite soybean 
populations. 
Introduction 
The limited genetic base of North American soybean cultivars is due to the contribution of 
fewer than 20 plant introductions (Pis) to the primary gene pool and to the repeated use of related 
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parents in breeding programs (Gizlice et al., 1994). E.xpanding the genetic base of soybean may 
introduce unique favorable alleles for polygenic traits. It is not possible at present to directly evaluate 
alleles for polygenic traits in soybean; therefore, incorporation of Pis with agronomic merit into 
breeding programs has been used as an alternative strategy (Thome and Fehr, 1970: Velio et al., 
1984; Thompson et al.. 1998). It is not known if selection of Pis for agronomic potential affects their 
diversity relative to elite germplasm. Because Pis have no known pedigree, the genetic diversity 
among Pis or between Pis and elite genotypes can not be estimated by a coefficient of parentage 
analysis. 
DNA marker analysis is an alternative method of estimating the diversity of Pis that are 
candidates for a breeding program. The hypothesis is that Pis that are more genetically dissimilar 
from elite parents are most likely to have unique alleles for polygenic traits. Several studies have 
measured the diversity of Pis and elite soybean genotypes with restriction fragment length 
polymorphism (RFL?) markers. Greater diversity has been detected in Pis than in elite genotypes, 
but the level of polymorphism detected has been low (Keim et al., 1989; Keim et al., 1992). 
Maughan et al. (1996) used 15 primer pairs for amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) 
analysis of a random sample of soybean genotypes. Only 17 % of AFLP fragments detected in their 
study were polymorphic among 16 G. max genotypes that included four Pis and 12 elite genotypes-
Thompson et al. (1998a) used 125 primers for random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) analysis 
of 18 soybean ancestral lines and 17 Pis of Maturity Group (MG) I to III that were selected for their 
yield potential. Only 34 % of the amplified fragments detected in their study were polymorphic 
across the 35 genotypes. The low level of polymorphism detected by these markers would limit their 
utility for characterizing PI germplasm for a breeding program. 
Simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers are highly polymorphic in soybean (Diwan and 
Cregan, 1997). SSRs are composed of a 1 to 6 base pair (bp) DNA sequence that is repeated a 
variable number of times. SSRs are amplified by PGR with primers that are complementary to the 
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conserved sequences that flank an SSR locus. Polymorphic fragments (alleles) resulting from 
variations in SSR repeat length are separated electrophoretically to display genetic profiles of 
individuals. SSR alleles typically show monogenic-codominant inheritance that enables classification 
of homozygotes and heterozygotes in a segregating population. 
Akkaya et al. (1992) used several t\'pes of SSRs to analyze the diversit\- of 43 soybean 
genotypes including ancestral and domestic cultivars representing the northern and southern U.S. 
gene pools. Tltey determined that SSRs with (AT) and (ATT) repeat motifs were highly polymorphic -
in soybean and identified up to eight alleles at a single locus. Rongwen et al. (1995) identified 11 to 
26 alleles at each of seven SSR loci in a diverse sample of soybean genotypes that included cultivars, 
G. max and G. soja Pis, and Chinese landraces. Maughan detected 79 alleles across five SSR loci in a 
sample of 94 soybean accessions of G. max and G. soja genotypes. Diwan and Cregan (1997) were 
able to distinguish with 20 SSR markers the 35 soybean genotypes that accounted for about 95 % of 
the alleles present in North American soybean. Tliey detected an average of 10.1 alleles per locus and 
an average gene diversity of 0.80. 
There are no reports on the diversity for SSRs between elite soybean genotypes and Pis 
selected for their yield potential. The polymorphic nature of SSRs combined with their ease of 
analysis makes them a candidate marker system to assist with the introgression of Pis into elite 
soybean germplasm. The objective of this study was to measure with 74 SSR markers the molecular 
diversity of 40 Pis selected for high yield potential from seven different countries and 39 elite 
soybean genotypes. 
Materials and Methods 
Germplasm and DNA procedures 
The 40 Pis and the 39 elite soybean genotypes included in the study were used for the 
development of populations APIO to AP14 (Fehrand Cianzio, 1981) (Table 1). The Pis were 
I able I, Average gciietic similarity among 40 IMs, anuing 39 elite soybean genotypes, and between the PI ami elite genotypes as determined 
by simple matching coefficients (SMC), 
Genctic similarity Genetic similarity 
PI Origin t MG PI Hlite Elite genotypes MG I-lite PI 
FC04002B Unknown III 0.41 0.44 Agripro 35 III 0.47 0.38 
Manchu-I liidson China 11 0.48 0.47 Shawnee 11 0.49 0.38 
Patoka China IV 0,40 0.38 1 larcor 11 0.50 0.37 
PI 68522 China II 0.46 0.39 L70D6-16 II 0,54 0.43 
PI 68680 China II 0.50 0.43 L70D19-4 1 0.49 0.37 
PI 70023 China III 0,44 0.37 L70T-543 111 0.51 0.40 
PI 70087 China 1 0.37 0.44 StJ 1 111 0.49 0.37 
PI 70189 China III 0.37 0.39 Williams III 0,47 0.44 
PI 70212 China III 0.46 0.40 Woodwoilh III 0.46 0.39 
PI 70241 China 1 0.51 0.41 A72-507 III 0.50 0.42 
PI 78242 Russia 1 0.51 0.45 A72-510 Ml 0.49 0.41 
PI 84668 Korea 1 0.50 0.41 A72-5II IV 0.52 0.41 
PI 84680 Korea 111 0.44 0.39 A72-512 IV 0.48 0.34 
PI 84686 Korea 1 0.49 0.39 A72-522 III 0.53 0.38 
PI 84964 Japan 1 0.41 0.37 A72-523 III 0.54 0.38 
Table 1, Contd, 
Genetic similarity Gcnctic similarity 
PI Origin t MG PI l-lite lilite genotypes MG Hlite PI 
PI 86411 Japan 1 0.42 0.40 A73-328 III 0.49 0.40 
PI 86502 Japan 111 0.48 0,42 A73-15089 IV 0.50 0.45 
PI 88295 China 1 0.45 0.39 A73-19068 1 0.50 0.41 
PI 88459 China IV 0.48 0.39 A73-25003 IV 0.50 0,38 
PI 88789 China III 0.43 0.44 A73-25043 IV 0.49 0,40 
PI 89010 China IV 0,44 0.43 Coles I 0.50 0,41 
PI 89061-2 China III 0.45 0.45 1 lark 1 0.53 0.42 
PI 89156 Korea II 0.34 0.35 Dixon II 0.50 0.35 
PI 90723 Unknown in 0.39 0.36 Pike I 0.52 0.44 
PI 91089 Chii\a ill 0.42 0.43 Teweles E.xpt. 7 in 0.52 0.37 
PI 91124 China II 0.45 0.37 M63-194 11 0.50 0.41 
PI 92565 China 1 0.44 0.38 M65-69 1 0.50 0.42 
PI 96194-3 China III 0.40 0.37 M65-442 1 0.51 0.37 
PI 153309 France III 0.37 0,33 Steele 1 0,47 0.35 
Table I, Cont.d 
Genetic similarity Genetic similarity 
1>1 Origin t MG PI Elite I* lite genotypes MG Elite PI 
PI 189802 France 1 0.44 0.36 Amsoy 71 11 0.50 0.39 
PI 189918 Trance 1 0,39 0.42 Bceson ]| 0.52 0.42 
PI 200593 Belgium I 0.35 0.45 Boniis IV 0.50 0.39 
PI 248396 Yugoslavia II 0,39 0.39 CI 508 III 0.51 0.44 
PI 248398 Yugoslavia II 0.48 0.37 C1512 IV 0.55 0.44 
PI 253653D China 1 0,44 0,47 C1515 111 0.52 0.44 
PI 253658A China 1 0.39 0.38 Culler 71 IV 0.52 0.42 
PI 266085A China II 0.48 0,39 Pride B216 11 0.48 0.42 
PI 91142 China III 0,39 0.37 1 lodgson 1 0.48 0.40 
PI 91750 Unknown III 0.49 0.40 Wells 11 0.53 0,44 
PI 29131 IB China I 0.50 0.41 
t Origin of the elite lines anil cnltivurs was provided by Telir and Cianzio (1981). 
selected for their yield potential from the evaluation of over 200 Pis grown in a replicated test in Iowa 
in 1973. The elite parents were selected for their yield potential from the Iowa Soybean Yield Test 
and the Uniform Regional Test. Northern States in 1973. The 79 genotypes ranged from MG 1 to IV. 
A 15 to 20 g sample of leaf material was collected from at least 10 different plants of each 
genotype. The leaf samples were kept on ice until they were frozen in liquid nitrogen and dried in a 
vacuum for = 3 d. The dried leaf samples were stored at -20 °C until DNA extraction. Tlie dried 
leaves were crushed within a plastic bag to obtain a homogenous sample of all plants within a 
genotype. Approximately I g of crushed leaf material was placed into a 50-ml screw-cap tube 
containing a 4 g of 3-mm glass beads. The leaf material was ground into a powder by agitation on a 
paint shaker. DNA was extracted from each sample with the CTAB protocol (Keim et al., 1988). 
SSR marker selection 
Eleven multiplex sets comprising 74 SSR markers developed by Narvel et al. (1999) were 
used for genotyping (Table 2). Each SSR marker used in this study was previously mapped in 
soybean (Cregan et al.. 1999). The 74 SSR markers covered the 20 soybean linkage groups (LG) of 
soybean with an average of four markers analyzed per LG. The distribution of the 74 SSR markers 
across the 20 linkage groups was described by Narvel et al. (1999). To illustrate the multiplexing 
procedure, the protocol for multiplex set sLx will be described (Table 3). 
PGR conditions 
AH PGR reagents were obtained from Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems (PE/ABI). The 
10-|j.l reaction volumes contained 1.0-|j.l of30-ng genomic DNA, 0.8-|j.l of25 mA/magnesium 
chloride, 0.8-|J.1 of 10 ni:V/dNTPs, 02-p.l (LO unit) of AmpliTaq™ Gold DNA polymerase, 1.0-|j.l of 
GeneAmp® I OX PGR Buffer II, I.O-(il of 5 pAf forward/reverse pitmer, and 5-7-jil of sterile water. 
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markers SSR markers t 
1 7 GMGLPSI2. HSP176. Satt022. Satt063, Satt006. Satt020. San009 
2 5 Sct_026. Satil55, Satt042, Sattl70, Sattl65. Sattl87, 
J 7 Satt072, Satt046, Satt!76, Satti73, Sattl68, Sattl34, Sattl60 
4 7 Sattl84, Sattl79, Sattl72, Satti90. Satt077. SattOOS. Sattl41 
5 7 San070, SanI85, ScttOOS, Sattl35, Satt012. San045, SattOi4 
6 8 Sattl61, Sattl7l, Sattl78, Sattl48, Sattl83. Sctt009, SattlSl. SanOOl 
7 6 SattI89, Sattl52, SattI46, Sattl43, SattI82, Satt!75, 
8 6 Sattl86, Sattl54, Sattl29, Sattl53, Satt031, Satt002 
9 7 Satt225, Satt588, Satt271, Satt367, Satt309, Satt307, Satt285 
10 7 Satt384, Satt336, Sattl94, Satt242, Satt329, Satt409, Satt314 
11 6 Satt358, Sat395, Satt227, Satt390, Satt577, Satt357 
t SSR markers with an "S" prefix were obtained from Perry Cregan, USDA/ARS Beitsviile 
Agricultural Research Center. The suffix of these markers indicates the repeat type (e.g. att). The 
other SSR markers were retrieved from GeneBank. 
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Table 3. Description of eight SSR markers in multiplex set six including their dye label. linkage 









range(bp)§ Primer ratio ^ Run # 
Product 
pool++ 
FAM Satt 161 Gl 
bp 
101 - 156 1 1 
Ml 
1 
FAM SattI71 F 247-277 J 1 
1 
TET Satt 178 K. 93-126 1 2 1 
TET Satt 148 I 150-171 1 •-* J 
2 
TET Satt 183 J 219-243 I J 
HEX Sctt009 H 86-93 1 4 1 
HEX SattOO 1 K 103-145 •n J 5 
'y 
HEX SattlSl H 167-228 1 5 
J 
t The 5' label of the forward primer of each marker. 
X Linkage group designations correspond to the ISUAJSDA genetic map (Cregan et al.. 1999). 
§ Allele size range determined from the analysis of 79 soybean genotypes. 
# Ratio of primer used for SSRs amplified in the same PGR run. A total of 1.0-|j.l of 5 pmol 
forward/reverse primer was used in each PGR run. 
^ Markers followed by the same number were amplified in the same PGR run. 
XX The volume of PGR product indicated for each PGR run was pooled into a single sample. A 1.5-|j.l 
aliquot of the pooled sample was used for analysis. 
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The ratio of primer used for each SSR in multiplex PCR is indicated in Table 2, PCR runs were 
conducted on a GeneAmp® model 9600 or 9700 thermocyclers (PE/ABI). The PCR protocol was 
95°C for 10 min followed by 35 cycles of95°C for 25 sec. 58°C for 25 sec. and 72°C for 25 sec. 
followed by a final extension at 72°C for 60 min. The final extension was used to correct for 
nontemplate addition by Taq polymerase of a nucleotide, primarily adenosine, to the 3' end of 
amplification products by conversion to plus A alleles (Smith et al., 1995). 
Multiplex analysis 
The volume of product pooled from each PCR run is indicated in Table 3. A 1.5-|j.l aliquot of 
the pooled sample was mixed with 2.4-)il formamide, 0.5-p.l blue dextran/EDTA loading dye. and 
0.6-iJ,} internal size standard GS-350 (PE/ABI). The size standard contained DNA fragments labeled 
with the fluorescent dye TAMRA (red) ranging in size from 35 to 300 bp. The sample was healed for 
2 min at 95°C and a 1.3-fii volume was loaded in one lane of a 4.25 % polyarcylamide gel mounted 
on a PE/ABI model 377 automated DNA sequencer. Electrophoresis was carried out at 3000 V for 2 
hr. Data were collected with DNA Sequencing Collection software version 2.5 (PE/ABI) and 
analyzed with GENESCAN ™ Prism software version 2.1 (PE/ABI). SSR allele size ranges were 
estimated with GENOTYPER™ software version 2.0 (PE/ABI) and were rounded to the nearest 
whole number using the local Southern sizing algorithm (Elder and Southern, 1987). A description of 
all multiplex sets including PCR and pooling conditions, primer sequences, and examples of 
electropherogram displays are provided in Soybase, the USDA-ARS sponsored genome database 
(http//129.186.26.94/publication_data/Narvel/multiplex.html). The primer sequences of SSR markers 
in multiplex sets nine through 11 are the same as those previously reported (Cregan et al., 1999). 
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Statistical analysis 
The 79 genotypes were considered as the total population (TP), tlie 40 Pis as the P[ 
population (PIP) and the 39 elite genotypes as the elite population (EP) for diversity analysis. Total 
number of alleles and the average number of alleles per locus were computed empirically from the 
allele size data. Each SSR locus was considered polymorphic if the frequency of the most common 
allele was less than 0.95 (Hartl. 1995). Gene diversity [D) at a single locus ij) was estimated 
according to Nei (1987) as D = « (1 - Z.V)/(«-l), where n was the number of individuals sampled in " 
the population, and x,j was the observed frequency of the /th SSR allele at the _/th SSR locus. For 
genotvpes heterozygous at an SSR locus, each allele was considered to contribute one-half. Gene 
diversity was a measure of the probabilitv' that two random alleles at locus in a population were 
different. Gene diversity values ranged from (0 < Z) < 1.0), where a value of zero indicated a 
monomorphic locus. Gene diversity increased as the number of alleles detected increased and for a 
given number of alleles had a maximum value when they were equally frequent. Gene diversity is 
similar to the polymorphism information content described by Andersen et al. (1992). Average gene 
diversity (D ) within a population was estimated as D = 'EDj /  r ,  where r  was the number of SSR 
loci sampled, and D, was the observed value for they'th SSR locus. The standard error of D was 
calculated according to Zhang and Allard (1986). 
Genetic similarity (GS) among genotypes within PIP, within EP, and between PIP and EP 
w a s  e s t i m a t e d  f r o m  t h e  a l l e l e  s i z e  d a t a  w i t h  s i m p l e  m a t c h i n g  c o e f f i c i e n t s  ( S M C )  a s  GS =  m  I  {m  ^  n ) ,  
where m was the number of matches and n was the number of mismatches. For estimation of GS. 
both alleles at a locus were considered by counting each locus twice. The SMC between two 
genotypes at a single locus equaled zero (no alleles in common), 0.5 (one similar allele and one 
dissimilar allele), or one (two similar alleles). Because the 79 soybean genotypes generally were 
homogeneous, only a single allele was detected at a locus in most cases. For those infrequent cases 
when two difTerent alleles were detected. mantiJ adjustments were made to the SMC as needed. 
SMC were calculated using NTSYS-pc version 2.01 software (Rohlf, 1992). 
Results and Discussion 
There was polymorphism in the 79 genotypes of the TP at 72 (97%) of the 74 SSR marker 
loci. The two monomorphic loci were Sattl70 on LG C2 and Satt395 on LG F. Among the 40 Pis of 
the PIP, 72 loci were polymorphic. The nvo monomorphic loci were Sattl82 on LG L and Satl227 on 
LG C2. Among the 39 elite genotypes of the EP, 69 loci (93 %) were polymorphic. The five 
monomorphic loci were Sattl35 on LG D2, Satt006 on L, Sattl89 on Dlb, Satt384 on E and Satt390 
on A2. The high percentage of polymorphic SSR loci detected in this study was consistent with 
previous studies (Rongwen et al., 1995; Maughan et al., 1995; Diwan and Cregan, 1997), but was 
much higher than that reported by RFLPs, AFLPs, and RAPDs (Keim et al., 1992; Maughan et al., 
1996; Thompson et al., 1998a). 
A total of 397 alleles were detected in TP, 365 alleles in PIP and 259 alleles in EP (Table 4). 
The number of alleles per locus ranged from 2 to 11 in TP with an average of 5.4, from 1 to 10 in PIP 
with an average of 4.9, and from 1 to 8 in EP with an average of 3.5. There were 71 % of the alleles 
in PIP and 53 % of the alleles in EP detected at a frequency of 0.25 or less. Only 4 % of the alleles in 
PIP and 7 % of the alleles in EP occurred at a frequency of 0.75 or higher. Comparisons were made 
between PIP and EP to identify alleles specific to either population or common to both. Of the total 
number of alleles detected in each population, 229 were common, 138 alleles were specific to PIP, 
and 32 alleles were specific to EP. More than 85 % of the alleles specific to either PIP or EP 
occurred at a frequency of 0.25 or less. Sixty-three loci discriminated between PIP and EP, where at 
least one allele was specific to either population (Table 4). PIP had at least one allele at 60 loci that 
was not detected in EP. EP had at least one allele at 27 loci that was not detected in PIP. The ability 
of SSR markers to effectively distinguish among selected Pis and elite soybean genotypes is much 
Table 4. Number of alleles and gene diversity of 40 plant introductions and 39 elite soybean 
genotypes across 74 SSR marker loci. 
No. of alleles Gene diversity (£)) 
SSR locus t T?t  PIP§ EP^ Common # TP PIP EP 
Satt042 (Al) 1  6 5 4 0.71 0.73 0.67 
Satti55(.Al) 6 6 J J 0.66 0.51 0.28 
SattI65 (Al) 4 4 J J 0.57 0.67 0.64 
Satt225 (Al) J 3 J J 0.57 0.62 0.55 
Sattl87 (A2) 5 5 2 2 0.68 0.63 0.48 
Satt329 (A2) 6 6 5 5 0.72 0.75 0.73 
Satl390 (A2) J J 2 2 0.53 0.35 0.10 
Satt409 (A2) 7 7 4 4 0.81 0.76 0.63 
Sct_026(Bl) J 3 2 2 0.47 0.49 0.49 
Satt020 (B2) 2 2 2 2 0.37 0.46 0.51 
San063 (B2) 4 4 2 2 0.48 0.33 0.14 
Satt070 (B2) 4 4 4 4 0.68 0.64 0.60 
Sattl68 CB2) 6 5 6 5 0.76 0.73 0.70 
Satt577 (B2) 5 5 J J 0.69 0.69 0.39 
Sattl61 (CI) 6 6 4 4 0.57 0.73 0.74 
Sattl90 (CI) 5 J 4 2 0.53 0.69 0.74 
Sattl94(Cl) 5 5 2 0.63 0.63 0.41 
SattI34 (C2) 7 6 4 J 0.72 0.56 0.30 
Sattl70 (C2) J 1  2 1 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Satt227 (C2) 3 2 2 1 0.10 0.14 0.18 
SatG07 (C2) 6 5 J 2 0.64 0.65 0.43 
Satt357 (C2) •n J J 2 2 0.57 0.54 038 
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Table 4. Contd. 
No. of alleles Gene diversity (Z3) 
SSR locus t TP^ PIP§ EP« Common # TP PIP EP 
Satt077(Dla) J J 3 J 0.45 0.53 0.51 
SattI29 (Dla) 4 4 J 0.69 0.64 0.56 
Sattl79(DIa) 8 7 5 4 0.70 0.62 0.53 
SattI84(Dla) 6 5 4 J 0.64 0.70 0.69 
SattOOS (DIb) 9 8 5 4 0.83 0.82 0.64 
Satt{4l (DIb) 4 4 J J 0.49 0.54 0.57 
SattI72 (DIb) 7 7 5 5 0.65 0.73 0.68 
Sattl89(DIb) 5 4 A J 2 0.66 0.51 O.IO 
Satt27I (DIb) J J J J 0.66 0.61 0.53 
Satt002 (D2) 6 5 2 1 0.42 0.43 0.39 
Satt014(D2) 4 4 J J 0.30 0.32 0.35 
Satt031 (D2) 4 4 4 4 0.44 0.47 0.48 
Sattl35(D2) 5 5 2 2 0.45 0.29 O.IO 
SattI54 (D2) 8 8 5 5 0.61 0.73 0.77 
Sattl86 (D2) 7 6 J 2 0.34 0.46 0.53 
ScttOOS (D2) 3 J 2 2 0.31 0.35 0.40 
San045 (E) 7 6 5 4 0.55 0.55 0.53 
Sattl 85(E) 9 8 6 5 0.86 0.85 0.81 
Satt384 (E) 3 3 1 1 0.31 0.16 0.00 
HSP176 (F) 2 2 2 2 0.12 0.37 0.50 
Satt072 (F) 2 2 2 2 0-40 0.50 0.49 
Sattl46 (F) 11 10 8 7 0.78 0.77 0.74 
Sattl 60(F) 9 9 J •-S J 0.86 0.79 0.64 
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Table 4. Contd. 
No. of alleles Gene diversity (D) 
SSR locus t T? t  PIP§ EP^ Common U TP PIP EP 
Sattl71 (F) 8 8 4 4 0.85 0.80 0.66 
SattI76(F) 5 5 5 5 0.76 0.78 0.73 
Satt395 (F) 2 2 1 I 0.05 0.02 0.00 
SanO 12(G) 9 8 J 2 0.59 0.54 0.45 
Satt309 (G) 5 5 5 5 0.70 0.68 0.62 
SattlSl (H) 7 7 4 4 0.79 0.70 0.49 
Satt314(H) J J 2 2 0.53 0.52 0.51 
Sctt009 (H) J J 2 2 0.35 0.40 0.45 
GMGLPSi2 (I) 4 J 4 J 0.53 0.59 0.64 
Sattl48 0) 6 6 5 5 0.77 0.76 0.75 
Satt367 (I) 8 8 3 3 0.68 0.52 0.31 
Sattl83 (J) 4 4 J :> 0.42 0.30 0.17 
Satt285 (J) 4 •% J J 2 0.48 0.53 0.56 
SattOOl (K) 9 7 4 2 0.58 0.67 0.62 
Satt046 (K) 7 6 5 4 0.62 0.73 0.64 
SattI78(K) 7 5 5 J 0.48 0.42 0.36 
Satt242 (K) 8 8 4 4 0.75 0.73 0.69 
Satt588 (K) 5 5 J J 0.57 0.57 0.51 
SattOOe (L) 5 5 I I 0.53 0.31 0.00 
Sattl43 (L) 5 5 J -* J 0.69 0.75 0.54 
SattI82 (L) 2 I 2 1 0.00 030 0.48 
Satt!75 (M) 6 6 5 5 0.70 0.76 0-77 
Satt336 (M) •»> J J 3 n J 0.42 0.38 0.35 
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Table 4. Contd. 
No. of alleles " Gene diversity (D) 
SSR locus t T?X P1P§ EP1 Common U TP PIP EP 
Satt009 (N) 9 7 8 6 0.62 0.71 0.76 
Satt022 (N) 5 5 4 4 0.61 0.62 0.62 
Sattl52(N) 8 6 6 4 0.59 0.57 0.54 
Satt 153(0) 4 4 0.53 0.55 0.49 
Sattl73 (0) 11 10 7 6 0.82 0.85 0.78 
Satt358 (0) 5 4 4 J 0.65 0.67 0.57 
t Each SSR locus is followed by the linkage group on which it occurs based on the ISUAJSDA 
linkage map (Cregan et al., 199X). 
X TP consisted of the 40 Pis and 39 elite soybean genotypes. 
§ PIP consisted of 40 Pis. 
^ EP consisted of 39 elite soybean genotypes. 
rr Common alleles were detected in PIP and EP. Alleles specific to the PIP or to EP can be 
determined by subtracting the number of alleles detected in each population from the number of 
common alleles. 
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greater than the ability of other marker systems. Thompson et al. (1998a) reported that none of the 
RAPD fragments they detected were specific to their Pis or ancestral genotypes. 
Gene diversity ranged from 0.02 to 0.84 in TP, from 0 to 0.84 in PIP and from 0 to 0.79 in EP 
(Table 4). The average gene diversity was 0.56 ± 0.02 for TP, 0.56 ± 0.02 for PIP, and 0.50 ± 0.02 
for EP. Greater diversity was detected at 46 SSR loci in PIP than in EP. EP showed greater diversitv' 
than PIP at 27 loci. The 10 loci with the greatest gene diversity in PIP or in EP occurred on nine 
separate linkage groups, indicating that molecular polymorphism was spread throughout the genome 
in both germplasm pools. The high level of SSR diversity detected among the Pis reflected their 
diverse geographic regions of origin. The high level of diversit>' detected among the elite genotypes 
is consistent with previous reports on SSR diversity in elite soybean (Diwan and Cregan, 1997). The 
presence of unique alleles in EP at low frequencies may reflect the mutation rate of SSR loci in 
soybean, estimated at 10 "^to 10"* per generation, which is similar to the rates that have been reported 
in humans (Edwards et al., 1992; Diwan and Cregan, 1997). The degree of diversity detected by 
SSRs in our study is much higher than that detected with RAPDs by Thompson et al. (1998a) who 
reported an average gene diversity of 0.30 across 18 ancestral soybean lines and 17 selected Pis. 
SMC were calculated to estimate the genetic similarit>' among genotypes in PIP and EP. For 
each pair-wise comparison, 75 % of the SMC in PIP, 53 % in EP, and 94 % of each PI by elite 
comparison were < 0.50. The average SMC of PIP was 0.44 with a range of 0.34 to 0.51, while the 
average SMC of EP was 0.50 with a range of 0.46 to 0.54 (Table 1). The average SMC for the PI by 
elite comparisons was 0.40 with a range of 0.33 to 0.47. The average SMC of each elite genotype 
with all Pis was less than the average SMC of each elite genotvpe within EP. Twenty-eight of the Pis 
had lower average SMC with the elite genotypes than with all other Pis. These results indicated 
there was less genetic similarity among the Pis than there was among the elite genotv'pes and that the 
least amount of similarity occurred between the Pis and elite genotypes. Sneller et al. (1997) reported 
larger SMC in their analysis of 31 southern Pis, 15 southern elite genotypes, and five northern 
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cultivars at 60 RPLP loci. They found that the least amount of genetic similarity was between the 
southern elite genotypes and the Pis. The lowest average SMC within a germplasm group was 0.72. 
The authors also reported that only 4.8 % of the average SMC among the southern genotypes and 
only 20.6 % of the SMC between the Pis and the southern elite genotypes were < 0.60. By 
comparison, the average SMC of individual genotypes within and between population in this study 
were all < 0.60 and the average SMC of each population were at least 44 % lower than those reported 
by Sneller et ai. (1997). Kisha at al. (1998) detected less RPLP similarity between elite soybean 
genot>'pes or ancestral lines and agronomically desirable northern Pis or southern Pis with a range of 
agronomic value, but reported higher SMC than in our study. In the study by Thompson et al. 
(1998b), they reported an average genetic distance of 0.56, which was equivalent to an average 
genetic similarity of 0.69. 
The effectiveness of SSRs in distinguishing among Pis with agronomic merit and elite 
soybean genotypes may facilitate the introgression of PI germplasm by employing SSR marker 
assisted selection strategies. This could be carried out in a backcross program to enable the 
simultaneous transfer of favorable alleles from Pis and recovery of the elite genetic background. This 
type of approach has been used with success in tomato for identifying and transfering alleles from 
unadapted germplasm into elite inbred lines (Tanksley et al., 1996; Fulton et al., 1997; Bemacchi et 
al.. 1998a; Bemacchi etal., 1998b). 
Results from this study correspond with those of Velio et al. (1984) who reported larger 
genetic variance estimates for seed yield in the Cycle 0 (CO) population of API 0 that was formed 
with the 40 Pis analyzed in this study compared with API4 that was formed only with the elite 
genotypes. They also detected greater genetic variability in API I to API3 that were formed with the 
Pis and elite genotypes, suggesting that the Pis contributed novel alleles for seed yield. The 
relationship between SSR diversity and genetic variability in CO could not be directly estimated 
because four generations of random intermating were used to synthesize the CO populations. To 
associate molecular marker diversity and genetic variance requires the assumption of equal 
contribution of parents to progeny in a similar genetic background, such as in biparental populations. 
This approach has been used to correlate quantitative genetic variance in soybean with other types of 
markers, such as RPLPs and RAPDs. The degree of correlation detected by RFLP analysis has been 
variable (Kisha et al., 1997; Manjarrez-Sandoval et al.. 1997) and almost zero with RAPD analysis 
(Helms et al., 1997). Sneller et al. (1997) evaluated the association beuveen RPLP diversity at 60 loci 
and the agronomic value of 31 Pis perse that represented a range of yield potentials and found that 
the two variables were not correlated. There are no reports on the relationship between SSR diversity 
and agronomic value in soybean. Bohn et al. (1999) measured the correlation between diversity-at 2! 
SSR loci among 11 winter wheat cultivars and progeny variance of the crosses derived from them for 
agronomic and quality traits. They did not detect any significant correlations between SSR parent 
diversity and progeny variance in any of the populations for any trait. 
An important consideration in the use of SSR markers for parent selection is the e.xtent to 
which SSR diversity reflects variability of expressed sequences or genomic regions that influence 
gene expression. An assessment of diversity with molecular markers is based on the comparison of 
alleles identical in slate between two genotypes, but may not be predictive of genetic variance unless 
each unique marker allele is linked to a unique QTL allele (Moser and Lee, 1994). Relationships 
between marker diversity and progeny variance may only exist between related genotypes that have 
been developed over several years of breeding because of a greater presence of linkage disequilibrium 
between marker loci and QTL of interest. The current USDA collection contains = 15,000 G. max 
Pis for which data on many of them have been obtained for yield and other quantitative traits 
(Thompson et al., 1998b). Designing crosses between elite genotypes and desirable Pis that are 
diverse from the elite genotypes based on a random set of SSR markers, or other types of markers, 
may not increase genetic diversity for useful phenotypes. It may be worthwhile to screen the 
germplasm analyzed in this study with more markers to sample the genome at about 10-cM 
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intervals, and identify SSR marker loci associated with yield QTL. APIO to AP14 have undergone 
five cycles of recurrent selection for seed yield. Measuring SSR allele frequency changes in these 
populations may indirectly identify favorable yield QTL through genetic hitchhiking effects with 
certain SSRs, which could be selected to develop a potentially more informative set of markers. 
Identifying desirable Pis that are nonallelic with elite parents across these markers may promote 
transgressive segregation in elite x PI populations. This approach still would have the inherent 
limitation of genetic background specificity^ for QTL-marker allele relationships, but may aid in the 
selection of candidate Pis from the thousands of accessions available to soybean breeders. 
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The traditional practice of utilizing elite parents in soybean breeding programs has resulted in 
the release of improved cultivars. A negative consequence from this practice is that new cultivars 
become more related by pedigree with each breeding cycle. The use of related parents may reduce 
the genetic variability of a population and the gain from selection. Previous studies have shown that 
the use of Pis as parents can increase the genetic variability of soybean populations. The use of Pis 
will only benefit soybean cultivar development if they contain unique favorable alleles that enhance 
genetic variability. The objectives of this study were to evaluate the impact of Pis on a recurrent 
selection program for increased seed yield and to compare the level of molecular diversity between 
Pis and elite soybean genotypes. 
The use of the Pis did not increase genetic variability for seed yield when recurrent selection 
was conducted for four cycles. The genetic variability of the C4 population was 30.700,44.400 for 
APll, 36,700 for AP12, 48,600 for API 3, and 35.100 for .A.PI4C4. The only two genetic variance 
estimates that differed by greater than one standard error were between AP10 and A? 13. The use of 
the Pis did not increase the frequency of superior lines, with the exception that the highest yielding 
line was from APIO. It was not possible to determine with certainty based on molecular marker 
analysis that the line was from APIO and not from another population. This line may be a valuable 
source of unique favorable alleles for seed yield. 
It is not clear why the use of the Pis failed to provide greater genetic variability for seed when 
recurrent selection was conducted for four cycles. This may have been due to genetic drift or to the 
Bulmer effect, as discussed in Chapter 2. It is also possible that the elite soybean gene pool is not 
solely limited to the genes contributed by the ancestral Pis. but that new alleles are created from 
generation to generation. Rasmusson and Phillips (1997) indicated that in spite of the e.xtremely 
narrow genetic base of barely, genetic gains have been made over several decades of breeding. To 
account for this progress, they indicated that epistasis coupled with recombination may generate new 
for novel phenotypes. They also indicated that genetic variability may be created by other 
mechanisms such as unequal crossing over, transposable elements, DNA methylation, paramutation, 
and gene amplification. Although they provided no definitive proof for these mechanisms, they may 
account for the genetic progress that has been made in soybean despite its seemingly narrow genetic 
base. 
There is an interest in using marker-based selection strategies to assist with the introgression 
of PI germplasm into elite soybean populations. The efficacy of this approach will depend on the 
level of polymorphism that exists between elite genotypes and Pis with agronomic potential. 
Seventy-four SSR DNA markers were used to assess the molecular diversity among the PI and elite 
parents of APIO to API4. Results from the molecular analysis showed greater diversity and less 
genetic similarity among the Pis than among the elite genotypes. The least amount of genetic 
similarity was between the Pis and elite genotypes. The ability of SSRs to distinguish among elite 
soybean genotypes and Pis with agronomic merit may facilitate the transfer of favorable alleles from 
Pis into elite soybean populations. 
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Table A!. Form of analysis of variance for genotypes within populations pooled across sets and 
combined across environments. 
Sources of variation Df Mean squares Expected mean squares 
Environments (E) (e-1 
Sets (S) (s-I 
S x E  fs-1 (e-l) 
Reps/E/S es(r I) 
Populations (P) (p-1 M, a\ -r ra'cE + gcfV + grcr'EP + grea*ps + gresQ? 
P x S  (s-I (P-1) Ms cr% + rcr'GE + gcJ'R + grav + grecj'ps 
ExP/S (e-l [s(p-l) Ms o\ + ra'oE + gc^'R"'" grc'EP 
R X P/E/S (r-l [es(p-l)] M4 
Genotypes/P/S sp(g I) M, a%+ ra'GE+ rea'c 
G/S-APIO s(g-) M3A + ra'oE + rea*G-AP10 
G/S-APIl s(g- ) M3B + ra'oE rea V AP 11 
G/S-AP12 s(g-) M3C ra"GE+ reaVAP12 
G/S-AP13 s(g- ) M3D cr\ + tct'ce + reCT V AP 13 
G/S-AP14 s(g-) M3E a\ + rCT'oE rea V AP 14 
E X G/P/S (e-1 [sp(g-I)] M: a%+ra"GE 
ExG/S-APlO (e-l [s(g-l)] M:A CT%+ raWAPlO 
ExG/S-APll (e-I [s(g-l)] M2B a\+ ra^APl 1 
ExG/S-AP12 (e-l [s(g-l)l Mzc a"e+ rCT"GE-APl2 
ExG/S-AP13 (e-I [s(g-l)] M2D a"e"^ ra'GE-AP13 
ExG/S-API4 (e-I [s(g-l)] MZB a\+ ro^GE-API4 
Pooled Error (r-l [esp (g-l)] M, 1 cr% 
Total erpg -1 
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Table A2.I. Analysis of variance for seed yield in the Cycle 4 populations of APIO to API4 combined across 
environments. 
Sources of variation Df Mean squares 
Environments (E) 5 I297I7540** 
Sets (S) 9 8806^52 
S x E  45 843012 
Reps/E/S 60 1782742** 
Populations (P) 4 45545134" 
P x S  36 645203" 
E X P(S) 20 182541* 
R X P/E/S 240 115632 
Genotypes-T/S 450 598094" 
G/S-APIO 90 484120" 
G/S-APll 90 656154" 
G/S-API2 90 564570" 
G/S-API3 90 713644" 
G/S-AP14 90 571980" 
E X G/P/S 2242 129127" 
E X G/S-APlO 449 115912** 
ExG/S-APll 448 123933** 
ExG/S-API2 448 124091** 
ExG/S-AP13 448 130654** 
Ex G/S-AP14 449 151027** 
Pooled Error 2643 89609 
*.** Significant at 0.05 and 0.01 probability level, respectively. 
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Table A2J2. Analysis of variance for seed weight in the Cycle 4 populations of APIO to AP14 combined across 
environments. 
Sources of variation Df Mean squares 
Environments (E) 5 110134*« 
Sets (S) 9 2423" 
S x E  45 380 
Reps/E/S 60 449 
Populations (P) 4 77863" 
P x S  36 1558" 
E X P(S) 20 130 
R X P/E/S 240 41 
Genotypes/P/S 450 I393*» 





G/S-AP12 90 n80*» 
G/S-API3 90 1606" 
G/S-AP14 90 747.» 
E X GT/S 2250 119*« 
ExG/S-APlO 450 124** 
E X G/S-APl 1 450 123'* 
E X G/S-AP12 450 U4** 
ExG/S-AP13 450 147** 
ExG/S-AP14 450 87** 
Pooled Error 2662 48 
*,** Significant at 0.05 and 0.01 probability level, respectively. 
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Table A2.3. Analysts of variance for protein content in the Cycle 4 populations of APIO to AP14 cotnbined 
across environments. 
Sources of variation Df Mean squares 
Environments (E) 5 38042" 
Sets (S) 9 1024 
S .X E 45 705 
Reps/E/S 60 547 
Populations (P) 4 61637" 
P x S  36 1310" 
E X P(S) 20 126 
RxP/E/S 240 29 
Genotypes/P/S 450 1122" 
G/S-APIO 90 1106" 
G/S-APII 90 I32I" 
G/S-AP12 90 1384" 
G/S-AP13 90 1069" 
G/S-AP14 90 681" 
E X G/F/S 2250 54" 
ExG/S-AP!0 450 66" 
Ex G/S-APII 450 59" 
ExG/S-API2 450 46" 
ExG/S-API3 450 53" 
ExG/S-AP14 450 47" 
Pooled Error 2690 29 
Significant at 0.05 and 0.01 probability level, respectively. 
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Table A2.4. Analysis of variance for oil content in the Cycle 4 populations of APIO to AP14 combined across 
environments. 
Sources of variation Df Mean squares 
Environments (E) 5 89669" 
Sets (S) 9 182 
S x E  45 150 
Reps/E/S 60 117 
Populations (P) 4 12594" 
P x S  36 348" 
E X P(S) 20 29 
RxP/E/S 240 6 
Genotypes/P/S 450 360" 
G/S-APIO 90 333" 
G/S-APl 1 90 379" 
G/S-AP12 90 418" 
G/S-AP13 90 271** 
G/S-AP14 90 390** 
E X G/P/S 2250 16" 
ExG/S-APlO 450 18** 
ExG/S-APlI 450 17*. 
ExG/S-API2 450 13** 
ExG/S-AP13 450 16" 
ExG/S-APl4 450 16" 
Pooled Error 2690 6 
Significant at 0.05 and 0.01 probability level, respectively. 
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Table A3.1. Mean performance of 100 random lines from APiO across six environments for agronomic traits 
and seed composition. 
Entry Seed Plant Seed 
no. yield t Maturity J Lodging § height ^ weight Protein •# Oil tt 
kg ha"' days score cm mg sd g kg •' g kg •' 
601001 3286 15 2.9 85 156 366 177 
601002 3649 20 2.7 90 186 369 175 
601003 3507 20 2.4 83 170 365 176 
601004 3564 21 2.6 91 154 348 176 
601005 3667 18 1.4 81 174 356 180 
601006 3294 23 3.6 96 154 356 179 
601007 3707 21 2.4 85 179 381 168 
601008 3427 15 2.8 81 167 366 172 
601009 3478 24 3.3 84 162 362 176 
601010 3615 21 2.5 85 194 363 176 
602001 3703 21 2.3 82 188 365 177 
602002 3521 19 3.6 85 163 346 189 
602003 3803 24 2.2 85 146 371 176 
602004 3442 22 2.7 95 159 365 174 
602005 3712 24 2.8 89 166 357 180 
602006 3770 23 2.9 95 175 356 178 
602007 3521 23 • 2.5 97 177 363 177 
602008 3469 24 3.1 90 156 365 169 
602009 3279 19 3.7 100 184 360 I7S 
602010 3337 23 2 9 83 152 365 170 
603001 3650 21 3.0 91 169 349 186 
603002 3784 18 2.1 84 173 366 181 
603003 3696 20 2.8 98 167 367 183 
.603004 3655 22 3.0 96 157 373 174 
603005 3328 22 3.2 95 162 369 167 
603006 3569 17 2.4 84 167 352 183 
603007 3360 24 2.5 97 185 375 169 
603008 3468 22 2.6 101 164 358 181 
603009 3924 23 3.1 93 181 354 182 
603010 3660 23 2.1 94 169 362 181 
604001 3344 19 2.8 89 176 358 174 
604002 3326 25 3.9 85 159 352 177 
604003 3680 22 2.3 84 188 371 172 
604004 3516 19 3.7 98 159 334 186 
604005 3689 17 2.8 80 169 356 183 
604006 4478 21 2.9 95 154 344 178 
604007 3924 25 3J3 103 156 367 173 
604008 3177 17 2.5 90 161 368 174 
604009 3533 19 3.3 92 147 362 180 
604010 3914 25 2.9 96 139 363 181 
Dil t' 
; kg • 
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weight Protein ^ 
days score cm mg sd •' g kg •' 
20 3.0 96 149 363 
21 3.7 89 147 344 
20 2.2 95 160 367 
23 3.1 101 160 342 
3.5 89 167 349 
24 2.7 91 182 36S 
19 3.0 83 173 349 
23 3.0 93 173 364 
21 4.2 86 155 344 
17 2.6 83 174 363 
22 3.2 89 152 354 
20 3.5 91 165 367 
21 2.6 89 175 380 
14 2.2 74 174 370 
23 2.9 89 158 361 
23 2.9 86 155 375 
19 2.4 86 155 366 
22 2.8 96 169 373 
21 3.2 89 167 356 
20 2.3 97 159 355 
23 3.2 90 156 353 
23 2.7 90 179 364 
23 4.0 99 171 359 
18 2.9 86 152 364 
23 2.3 91 159 374 
23 1.7 82 171 362 
24 2.8 88 170 361 
22 3.2 89 155 362 
19 2.6 94 157 360 
24 2.5 84 159 359 
22 3.2 98 150 360 
20 2.6 91 158 383 
20 2.0 88 159 372 
23 32 93 161 371 
25 2.7 82 182 386 
21 2.8 95 163 363 
17 2.2 82 164 361 
24 3.3 105 162 380 
21 3.5 79 141 346 
24 2.8 100 156 363 
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Table A3.1. Contd. 
Entry Seed Plant Seed 







































































score cm mg sd • g kg g kg • 
3.0 92 177 386 165 
3.1 102 169 372 174 
2.7 94 177 362 173 
2.2 91 182 364 179 
1.9 98 163 376 172 
2.1 75 156 376 170 
2.5 88 162 365 Ml 
2.8 91 161 369 180 
2.6 93 155 362 173 
2.9 90 159 363 178 
2.1 100 147 357 169 
3.5 88 146 343 182 
3.1 96 170 382 173 
2.7 95 163 369 178 
3.2 91 162 366 169 
3.3 96 172 356 178 
2.3 93 157 355 177 
4.0 98 151 340 185 
2.4 86 143 355 175 
2.-4 83 171 358 184 
0.2 2.8 3.1 2.1 1.2 
0.4 5.5 6.1 4.1 2.4 
0.5 72 7.9 5.4 3.1 
t Seed yield was measured on a !3 "/a-moisture basis. 
X Maturity was recorded as days after 31 August when 95 % of the pods had reached mature color. 
§ Lodging was scored at maturity as 1 (all plants erect) to 5 (most plants prostrate). 
^ Plant height was measured at maturity as the distance in cm from the soil surface to the terminal bud of the 
main stem. 
# Protein content was measured on a 13 %-moisture basis. 
ft Oil content was measured on a 13 %-moisture basis. 
Xt Standard error the mean (SE) and least significant difference (LSD) at the 0.05 or 0.01 probability level were 
based on the combined analysis pooled across sets and environments. 
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Table A3.2. Mean perfomiance of 100 random lines from API 1 across six environments for agronomic traits 
and seed composition. 
Entry Seed Plant Seed 
no. yield t Mamritv'; Lodging § height ^ weight Protein ^ Oiltt 
kg ha"' days score cm mg sd •' g kg •' g kg 
601011 3434 17 2.4 83 149 344 186 
601012 2744 12 1.7 69 135 345 186 
601013 3173 19 3.4 82 147 340 183 
601014 3296 20 3.1 87 146 360 173 
601015 3479 19 2.9 81 136 346 170 
601016 3279 18 3.4 82 124 369 173 
601017 2910 20 3.2 83 137 349 158 
601018 3455 19 2.4 87 153 337 181 
601019 3422 19 3.6 84 139 341 175 
601020 3340 19 2.8 70 156 370 172 
602011 3480 22 3.0 93 168 342 192 
602012 3301 19 2.5 91 155 348 182 
602013 3838 18 2.6 87 149 371 178 
602014 3279 18 2.9 90 155 356 181 
602015 3673 19 2.0 81 150 355 172 
602016 3199 24 2.7 86 130 343 169 
602017 2746 22 3.0 81 135 360 173 
602018 3867 19 2.7 88 166 342 192 
602019 3200 21 3.4 94 165 359 172 
602020 3331 20 2.7 87 132 351 175 
603011 3514 22 3.1 94 153 368 179 
603012 3466 21 2.1 87 154 343 180 
603013 3912 20 2.9 97 185 362 175 
603014 3673 18 2.2 95 194 373 175 
603015 3160 18 2.4 86 129 362 177 
603016 3628 19 2.8 87 133 346 172 
603017 3235 21 2.3 80 155 346 183 
603018 3063 18 3.2 90 141 355 175 
603019 3346 20 3.5 72 162 365 174 
603020 3378 25 3.0 96 162 352 174 
604011 3708 18 2.1 95 172 359 180 
604012 3797 18 3.3 89 152 357 174 
604013 3471 22 2.7 87 154 351 169 
604014 3521 19 3.4 91 148 359 172 
604015 3709 22 2.4 86 156 358 174 
604016 3772 23 3.2 94 155 337 176 
604017 3232 18 3.7 89 155 359 180 
604018 3599 21 3.0 85 148 371 167 
604019 3870 22 3.9 98 162 354 178 

























































































Lodging § height^ weight Protein^ 
days score cm mg sd • g kg 
18 2.1 88 146 350 
19 2.3 87 151 353 
22 2.5 92 161 372 
16 2.6 90 145 368 
18 2.6 82 156 338 
20 3.3 93 162 352 
20 2.5 88 167 357 
22 3.2 94 132 348 
22 3.1 94 158 359 
25 2.9 90 149 371 
21 2.4 87 141 337 
23 2.6 97 175 371 
25 3.2 95 163 355 
21 2.9 92 157 349 
21 2.2 84 149 349 
18 2.5 85 179 368 
21 3.6 92 171 354 
22 3.6 92 148 340 
19 4.1 93 137 334 
18 2.8 97 159 352 
20 3.5 88 149 378 
21 2.6 92 145 337 
20 2.5 89 144 353 
19 1.7 90 144 372 
24 3.5 98 149 357 
24 2.8 91 157 366 
24 2.3 92 152 357 
21 1.9 83 146 342 
20 2.0 85 142 350 
23 3.0 92 152 363 
22 2.8 92 157 351 
24 32 90 159 361 
20 3.5 93 151 349 
18 2.9 84 162 378 
19 2.4 90 141 341 
24 3 J 101 139 350 
22 2.5 87 154 364 
25 3.6 89 152 343 
22 3.1 94 147 353 
22 3.3 99 148 349 
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Table A3.2. Contd. 
Entry Seed Plant Seed 








































































score cm mg sd" gkg" g kg • 
2.8 93 139 358 167 
3.8 89 136 338 170 
3.1 91 154 358 180 
2.6 93 155 352 169 
3.1 105 144 358 175 
3.1 96 167 363 168 
3.4 89 182 353 177 
3.4 90 161 345 175 
3.4 94 177 350 185 
2.3 87 156 363 169 
3.5 97 155 353 174 
2.0 87 153 338 176 
2.5 83 132 339 181 
2.4 92 144 350 176 
3.0 87 157 372 171 
3.1 106 125 353 177 
3.2 91 153 356 177 
3.5 85 168 360 182 
1.8 78 148 356 171 
4.2 100 165 354 182 
0.2 2.8 3.1 2.1 1.2 
0.4 5.5 6.1 4.1 2.4 
0.5 7.2 7.9 5.4 3.1 
t Seed yield was measured on a 13 %-moisture basis. 
t Maturity was recorded as days after 31 August when 95 % of the pods had reached mature color. 
§ Lodging was scored at maturity as 1 (all plants erect) to 5 (most plants prostrate). 
*i Plant height was measured at maturity as the distance in cm from the soil surface to the terminal bud of the 
main stem. 
? Protein content was measured on a 13 %-moisture basis. 
ft Oil content was measured on a 13 "/'•-moisture basis. 
Standard error the mean (SE) and least significant difference (LSD) at the 0.05 or 0.01 probability level were 
based on the combined analysis pooled across sets and environments. 
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Table A3.3. Mean performance of 100 random lines from AP12 across six environments for agronomic traits 
and seed composition. 
Entry Seed Plant Seed 
no. yield t Maturit\'; Lodging § height^ weight Protein n Oil t+ 
kg ha"' days score cm mg sd •' g kg *' g kg •' 
60I02I 3551 24 2.9 90 150 368 167 
601022 3535 19 2.4 89 170 362 172 
601023 3416 19 3.0 94 145 347 175 
601024 3711 17 2.4 88 162 353 179 
601025 3641 19 3.4 96 171 336 187 
601026 3532 20 91 174 367 !77 
601027 3688 22 2.4 91 146 343 183 
601028 3218 21 2.4 90 167 347 181 
601029 3575 20 2.6 91 175 353 177 
601030 3579 21 2.5 87 157 364 182 
602021 3762 17 2.3 89 179 371 176 
602022 3571 22 2.8 94 139 368 171 
6Q2023 3803 22 2.6 95 165 346 179 
602024 3446 17 2.2 85 148 342 185 
602025 3541 23 1.9 99 167 348 174 
602026 3964 23 2.3 90 155 339 182 
602027 3229 22 1.9 91 146 352 174 
602028 3549 17 2.8 92 158 359 169 
602029 3389 18 3.2 95 154 341 177 
602030 4134 22 2.7 96 166 341 176 
603021 3878 25 3.1 103 154 343 180 
603022 3641 19 2.9 80 187 369 179 
603023 3514 16 2.5 94 158 357 181 
603024 3616 20 2.0 91 167 366 169 
603025 3932 22 2.4 91 175 354 182 
603026 3535 20 3.1 89 152 352 175 
603027 3554 21 2.8 87 142 350 179 
603028 4015 23 32 94 180 379 170 
603029 3717 23 2.6 94 165 351 181 
603030 3491 22 2.7 100 164 358 167 
604021 3423 23 3.0 110 158 350 179 
604022 3485 14 2.9 90 181 361 181 
604023 3893 24 3.1 105 170 356 172 
604024 3778 20 2.5 106 173 355 179 
604025 3230 22 2.6 91 154 354 168 
604026 3463 20 2.1 88 151 360 182 
604027 3689 13 2.6 88 164 350 175 
604028 3738 18 3.1 100 154 351 179 
604029 3569 21 3.4 98 149 360 181 
604030 3273 21 3.4 92 170 353 171 





















































































Maturit> X Lodging § height 1 weight Protein if 
days score cm mg sd • g kg • 
21 3.1 90 166 359 
21 2.1 91 167 354 
18 2.4 95 154 363 
2! :.i 92 160 343 
18 2.6 85 154 347 
24 2.9 91 154 363 
21 2.4 94 179 351 
2i 2.3 85 169 372 
19 4.3 97 160 374 
17 2.9 95 150 326 
20 2.8 93 149 343 
22 2.7 94 157 358 
21 2.6 98 148 364 
17 2.6 93 166 350 
21 3.2 91 150 340 
19 3.1 106 144 360 
23 • 2.8 100 165 354 
19 2.8 92 161 350 
22 2.6 93 148 344 
19 2.1 91 149 335 
21 2.8 99 159 374 
19 3.2 103 173 345 
23 3.1 94 173 345 
19 2.6 93 148 343 
23 2.6 108 154 370 
21 2.2 96 167 340 
20 2.5 93 168 340 
18 1.5 86 165 356 
22 3 J 84 163 367 
21 2.7 100 154 382 
23 2.7 93 160 360 
23 2.7 96 157 365 
18 2.6 84 163 340 
21 2.7 97 144 352 
23 2.6 93 162 362 
18 3.1 95 160 344 
24 3.0 101 166 356 
24 2.9 103 162 353 
19 2.1 80 174 346 
16 2.1 92 156 355 
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Table A3.3. Contd. 
Entry Seed Plant Seed 
no. yield t NTiturit\- * Lodging § height •{ weight Protein # Oil ft 























































































































































































t Seed yield was measured on a 13 "/o-moisture basis. 
* .Vlaturity was recorded as days after 31 August when 95 % of the pods had reached mature color. 
§ Lodging was scored at maturity as 1 (all plants erect) to 5 (most plants prostrate). 
^ Plant height was measured at maturity as the distance in cm from the soil surface to the terminal bud of the 
main stem. 
? Protein content was measured on a 13 %-moisture basis. 
ft Oil content was measured on a 13 %-moisture basis. 
Jj Standard error the mean (SE) and least significant difference (LSD) at the 0.05 or 0.01 probability level were 
based on the combined analysis pooled across sets and environments. 
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Table A3.4. Mean performance of 100 random lines from AP13 across six environments for agronomic traits 
and seed composition. 
Entry Seed Plant Seed 
no. yield t Mamritv- * Lodging § height ^  weight Protein Oil tt 
kg ha"' days score cm mg sd •' g kg •' 2 kg 
601031 4213 18 2.0 84 166 346 183 
601032 3563 17 3.1 81 153 367 170 
601033 3834 20 2.4 89 169 352 181 
601034 3964 20 1.5 78 167 346 183 
601035 4228 23 2.8 100 173 363 171 
601036 3916 23 2.8 92 173 373 173 
601037 3731 22 2.7 88 170 351 176 
601038 3441 17 2.2 86 177 358 182 
601039 3853 22 2.3 93 170 366 178 
601040 3946 17 2.1 96 163 359 181 
602031 3636 20 1.5 79 164 351 177 
602032 3865 18 2.8 96 163 368 175 
602033 4104 20 1.9 83 177 356 180 
602034 3608 22 2.2 91 141 346 173 
602035 3990 21 3.8 97 169 353 178 
602036 3716 20 2.2 82 163 370 172 
602037 3673 16 1.8 82 167 361 177 
60203S 3430 17 3.0 88 154 357 181 
602039 3948 23 2.0 96 172 359 175 
602040 3670 21 2.6 101 170 360 178 
603031 3851 17 1.6 93 164 353 179 
603032 3240 20 1.7 89 177 361 175 
603033 3340 25 2.7 94 157 374 167 
603034 3576 25 1.8 89 160 367 171 
603035 3624 18 2.5 89 161 373 181 
603036 4266 21 2.0 91 169 346 182 
603037 3672 16 2.1 80 169 361 175 
603038 3790 18 1.5 78 165 343 182 
603039 3851 23 2.8 86 163 351 179 
603040 4331 23 2.5 93 194 367 176 
604031 3809 22 2.8 100 155 370 174 
604032 3570 20 3.1 99 151 358 180 
604033 3486 20 2.8 94 160 365 177 
604034 3804 17 1.4 81 181 363 180 
604035 4193 20 2.7 86 170 357 176 
604036 3633 23 3.0 101 175 363 178 
604037 3858 23 1.9 89 167 367 170 
604038 3820 IS 3.0 87 172 359 177 
604039 3242 22 3.5 93 142 356 174 
























































































Maturin.- ^ Lodging § height ^ weight Protein # 
days score cm mg sd • gkg" 
22 2.9 85 175 355 
23 2.8 103 185 380 
20 2.8 91 177 354 
21 2.3 92 179 360 
23 6.0 91 192 365 
19 2.9 98 151 361 
19 2.7 93 171 365 
21 3.1 102 163 356 
20 3.1 81 170 381 
18 2.1 96 169 360 
22 2.1 97 168 349 
20 2.5 94 172 360 
22 2.7 97 182 360 
24 2.8 99 161 350 
19 2.5 91 160 360 
21 2.6 105 171 354 
19 2.9 83 151 342 
23 2.4 90 175 362 
19 1.9 79 155 341 
19 2.3 85 154 366 
23 2.6 93 151 358 
21 1.8 92 174 364 
22 2.8 100 165 354 
26 2.8 110 160 373 
17 1.9 93 188 355 
23 2.4 98 181 355 
21 2.6 92 153 388 
21 2.1 94 154 349 
22 2.8 95 168 371 
19 2.3 86 159 370 
22 2.6 102 155 378 
21 2.7 93 166 357 
18 2.7 85 142 351 
19 1.8 82 171 352 
24 1.8 89 190 358 
20 3.1 82 162 367 
22 2.8 94 155 352 
22 23 92 171 367 
22 22 99 163 361 
20 2.0 91 179 351 
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Table A3.4. Contd, 
Entry Seed Plant Seed 








































































score cm mgsd" gkg g kg " 
2.5 95 157 365 176 
2.0 86 151 340 181 
2.4 100 185 346 188 
2.9 100 184 371 ISO 
2.4 95 191 354 182 
1,8 88 166 341 189 
3.6 98 182 357 181 
2.4 94 161 356 177 
2.5 96 164 377 177 
2.1 93 168 372 175 
2.4 90 161 350 176 
2.9 89 153 361 176 
2.6 92 180 353 175 
1.6 82 154 349 185 
3.7 96 149 353 180 
2.4 90 161 369 171 
3.2 102 149 357 178 
2.5 91 167 354 181 
2.2 96 168 347 178 
2.4 97 193 363 179 
02 2.8 3.1 2.1 1.2 
0.4 5.5 6.1 4.1 2.4 
0.5 7.2 7.9 5.4 3.1 
t Seed yield was measured on a 13 "/o-moisture basis. 
J Maturit>' was recorded as days after 31 August when 95 % of the pods had reached mature color. 
§ Lodging was scored at maturity as 1 (all plants erect) to 5 (most plants prostrate). 
Plant height was measured at maturity as the distance in cm from the soil surface to the terminal bud of the 
main stem. 
= Protein content was measured on a 13 %-moisture basis. 
tt Oil content was measured on a 13 %-moisture basis. 
Standard error the mean (SE) and least significant difference (LSD) at the 0.05 or 0.01 probafaiiitv- level were 
based on the combined analysis pooled across sets and environments. 
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Table A3.5. Mean performance of 100 random lines from AP14 across six environments for agronomic traits 
and seed composition. 
Entry Seed Plant Seed 
no. yield t Maturit}' * Lodging § height ^  weight Protein # Oil ft 
kg ha"' days score cm mg sd •' gkg"' g kg 
601041 3850 IS 2.8 88 137 345 185 
601042 3951 21 3.0 98 155 341 179 
601043 3795 21 2.2 90 143 352 185 
601044 4053 25 2.5 104 159 354 179 
601045 3905 20 101 136 337 184 
601046 4099 21 2.4 104 147 344 189 
601047 3873 23 2.3 100 151 338 188 
601048 3364 21 3.3 104 136 349 175 
601049 3779 18 2.8 85 164 354 186 
601050 3982 21 1.7 89 136 338 179 
602041 4070 25 2.4 103 153 343 181 
602042 3651 25 2.7 101 128 341 183 
602043 3731 22 3.1 98 135 343 183 
602044 4011 22 2.7 101 146 347 182 
602045 4082 19 2.3 95 151 354 181 
602046 3819 19 2.5 100 150 334 200 
602047 3349 22 2.6 96 133 330 193 
602048 4080 19 2.0 91 142 346 178 
602049 3850 21 2.5 98 145 343 185 
602050 3978 24 2.8 96 150 361 174 
603041 4099 22 2.8 98 152 347 181 
603042 4284 19 3.0 98 145 339 185 
603043 3864 21 22 96 155 363 176 
603044 3814 20 2.2 88 149 347 187 
603045 4284 24 3.2 98 149 340 179 
603046 4128 26 2.3 101 164 351 180 
603047 3812 22 2.6 94 140 338 183 
603048 3885 19 2.1 88 138 347 177 
603049 3997 21 2.9 too 146 335 189 
603050 3752 22 2.3 94 137 341 185 
604041 4022 21 2.6 92 151 342 181 
604042 3982 19 2.8 95 147 334 183 
604043 4259 24 2.7 99 149 348 179 
604044 4268 18 2.6 103 158 344 184 
604045 3943 22 1.9 95 155 339 187 
604046 3849 18 2.9 93 157 354 186 
604047 4332 19 3.0 98 158 343 188 
604048 3931 24 2.5 95 148 345 181 
604049 4069 22 3.1 105 151 338 183 

























































































Maturitv- * Lodging § height 1 weight Protein ~ 
days score cm mg sd" g kg • 
23 2.7 100 153 341 
22 3.1 95 145 343 
21 2.0 85 151 345 
21 2.9 94 149 340 
21 2.6 97 147 339 
22 2.8 98 134 340 
22 2.0 91 148 358 
20 2.4 91 151 350 
22 2.4 93 157 356 
19 2.6 100 146 344 
21 1.9 87 163 341 
19 2.3 92 151 342 
26 2.9 106 145 345 
20 2.0 92 145 345 
19 2.4 98 138 327 
25 2.6 97 149 354 
22 2.4 94 144 344 
26 2.8 101 151 349 
22 2.7 101 150 336 
18 1.7 86 139 347 
23 2.8 97 148 336 
18 2.8 92 148 344 
20 2.7 96 146 352 
23 2.5 95 162 359 
19 2.1 91 163 352 
22 1.8 91 160 348 
21 2.8 94 146 333 
23 2.7 96 147 340 
23 2.8 99 162 336 
24 2.8 103 163 336 
21 2.7 94 149 330 
21 2.7 92 148 338 
22 2.6 96 136 334 
21 3.0 98 144 354 
19 3.6 100 139 338 
22 2.1 97 146 338 
19 2.7 92 156 352 
22 3.2 103 142 337 
26 3.1 105 139 336 
19 2.8 95 143 329 
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Table A3.5. Contd. 
Entry Seed Plant Seed 







































































score cm mg sd g kg g kg • 
3.3 100 147 350 184 
3.2 96 149 342 185 
2.9 98 152 348 186 
3.0 101 147 351 178 
i.S 85 151 33S [83 
2.7 100 143 348 187 
3.5 103 135 348 167 
3.2 101 161 349 184 
2.8 101 157 336 186 
2.6 88 144 350 184 
2.4 100 153 343 192 
2.1 97 162 358 183 
3.2 105 150 336 188 
2.5 101 151 337 190 
2.5 90 141 336 182 
2.7 96 153 349 180 
2.7 97 143 335 188 
2.9 106 125 351 171 
3.1 100 148 336 190 
2.7 106 148 340 185 
0.2 2.8 3.1 2.1 1.2 
0.4 5.5 6.1 4.1 2.4 
0.5 7.2 7.9 5.4 3.1 
t Seed yield was measured on a 13 %-moisture basis. 
* Maturity was recorded as days after 31 August when 95 % of the pods had reached mature color. 
§ Lodging was scored at maturity as 1 (all plants erect) to 5 (most plants prostrate). 
^ Plant height was measured at maturity as the distance in cm from the soil surface to the terminal bud of the 
main stem. 
# Protein content was meastired on a 13 %-moisture basis. 
tt Oil content was measured on a 13 %-moisture basis. 
Standard error the mean (SE) and least significant difference (LSD) at the 0.05 or 0.01 probability level were 
based on the combined analysis pooled across sets and environments. 
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APPENDIX B 
DATA FOR CHAPTER 3 
Table B1. Primer sequences for the 74 SSR markers. 
Primer sequence 
SSR marker Forward Reverse 
GMGLPSI2 TACAATGTTGTGTTCTACACCTC AAAAACATACTATAAAAGACACGTA 
SoyHSP176 TTTTGTTTAAGTTACTGTACTGTG GCTAGTCTTCTACAACCTTCTA 
SaU022 ATCTGATTGTATTTTACCTTACC TGCCACCAATGACCAATGTGT 
Satt020 GGAGAAAGAAATGTGT PAGTGTA CTTTTCCTTCTTATTGTTTGATTG 
Satt009 CCAACTTGAAATTACTAGAGAAAT CTTACTAGCGTATTAACCCTTG 
Satt063 GAAAATGATrAACAATG'nTATGAT CTTGCATCAGTTAATAACAATTAG 
sattooe TCCAACTTGAACCAAACICAAAC TTAGCTAAATACATTTGTGTCATTA 
Salt 155 ACACCTGGCCTAArrCGGGA TTTAGCTCACTGTGGITAATTTTA 
Sct_026 
Satt042 TGOACTTAATTGCTTGCTATGAT GCCTTGTCAAGTGGTGCACAC 
Saul 87 TTATGATATAACCAAATAGTATTCC TTAGGGTGAACTTGTCTCTACT 
Salt 170 GGTAGTGTAGTTAAAATTCATCC ATATAArrGTGGATTCGACATTGA 
Salt 165 GCCAAACAACGACTAAGGAAG CATAAATTGTTAAATATAAGITCATAG 
Satt072 CAAAATTAAGAATGCATGTGAATG CTGGATATCGCATICACAATCA 
Satt046 AAATAACTAAAATGTCTTCTCAAAC CTGGTTATATTGGTCAGATTATIA 
Table Bl. Contd. 
Primer sequence 
SSR marker Fonvard Reverse 
Salt 168 TATGTGGTTGGAGGGTGGG A A AACTTCTTAGTATTGATGTAITTTC 
Saul 34 GCmTTTAATTTATAATATTGGAAC TTGCAGATCTAAAAATAAAAGTATG 
Sattl60 ACATCAAAAGTTTATAACGTGTAG CTCCCACACAGTTTTCATATAAT 
Sattl76 GTTCnCATTTTCAGTTTCTAGG GAGAAACATGGCGGAAAGCG 
Sattl73 CCGGTCCAATCTTTATTCAAAC CCAAGCGAAATCACCTCCTCT 
Saul 84 CTATGTAGATTATCCAAATTACGC CTGGTCAGTTCAAACTCAAGC 
Saul 79 AGAGAGATATCTGAGAATGGAAT AATATTCATTAAAACGATCAGTAAG 
SaU077 AAGACATCATATATTTAGTTACATG AAAAGGAGAAGGAATGCCACAT 
SattOOS TATATCCTAGAGAAGAACTAAAAAA GTCGATTAGGCTTGAAATAATAC 
Saul 41 CTGTCTACCATATAGATATACTAT GTAATGTAAAAAAACTAACCTCAC 
Saul 72 GATTGGTTTATTACGAAAITAAGG AAAGTAACATCTAAATTTATCATCTA 
Saul 90 TAGTGTGAACTTACA'ITGTCTAG TCTAAGCCTTGAATITTGTGCTA 
SaU070 TAAAAATTAAAATACTAGAAGACAAC TAGAAAATGATATGTCTTCTTTCAT 
Saul 85 CATATGAATAGGTAAGTTGCACT TGTCACTATAAATGGTACCTATTA 
SaU045 CGATAAATGGTTTCTACTTTCTAT ATGCCTCTCCCTCCTATCAC 
Table B1, Contd. 
Primer sequence 
SSR marker Fonvard Reverse 
Satt014 GAAAGTAATAACTAGAAAGGAGAC ATAGCTGATGACCCGTATAGC 
ScttOOS GCCACGCAGAGATAGAGAAAG CCCAGACACAACATAATCAATTT 
Sattl35 AACACGGATTTTAAATCATTATTAC AGAGAGCTAGCTGATATCACTT 
Satt012 TCAAAGATAACGAAAACCATAT'ITA ATTATAGAAGAATAGAGCCTACAT 
Sattl61 AACATATCTTCACCTTTTTTAATTG ATCTTCTCACTCTAAAATGCCTT 
Sattl71 TTGAGGGCTCCCACACAGTT CAAAAGTTTATAACGTGTAGATTAA 
Sattl78 CCTAAAAATATATTTAAGAGACTCA GTATGACTAAACAAAGTATAACAC 
Sattl48 TTAAGGATTAATTGAGACAAAATCA CTAAAGCATCACAAAACAGAGC 
Salt 183 CACCCTAGGATCTAGAACACC CTCATAAAACTACACACTTTCAG 
Saul 81 TGCAACATTTGTTCTAATTTGGC ATTCAAACTAGTTGGATCAAGTC 
SattOOl TGTGCAATGATAGTACATAGATAT GTGCTGATTGAACTATTTGTAGT 
Sctt009 GGCATATCATGAGATTGGTTTTC AAGAAGAATGTGCTGATGACAG 
Saul 89 TGATTCCATAGAAACAAACAACC ATTATGTACATGGCTTGACAATAT 
Saul 52 CAAATTCCTGCTAAGGTCTTGG GTTCTTAATTGTCAATTATITTGGC 
Saul43 ACTCACTATTGTATATGTCTGATT ACACACATCCCAAGATTCCAC 
Table B1. Contd. 
Primer sequence 
SSR marker Forward Reverse 
Sattl46 AAGAAGTATTATTTATATTATTTATGG TGACCCCATTCAAGATCACTC 
Sattl82 GTGGTTTATCTGTAATATAGCAAC GCTAAAGGTTATTTACATTCACAC 
Saul 75 GACCTCGCTCTCTGTTTCTC TATTCCTTATTATGTTGAGAGAAC 
Saul 86 GGAATGTTTGAGTCTTCAGTAG CCTGATGAGTAGTTTAGGTTTG 
Saul 54 TGCGAATGGATTTGAGATGCTA AAGAAACGGAACTAATACTACATT 
Saul 29 TCTTAGTTATTTGATAGTTTGACCr GrrATCTTCACATGTTCGGGAC 
Saul 53 TGTACACATCATATATTITCACGT CCATTTCCCATCCTCGTTAGC 
SaU031 CCITCCACTTTGTATCACTTTC CTTTGACTGTAAAAGAACAGATAA 
SaU002 TGAGTGTATGTGTAACTATTGTG CAATAATGTGCCTATCCTTGTC 
SaU225 AAAAATGTGTTAGAGCTFGTGTTGTTA GCCACACTATTCCAGCCACTAC 
SaU588 GCTGCATATCCACTCTCATTGACT GAGCCAAAACCAAAGTGAAGAAC 
SaU309 GCGCCTTCAAATTGGCGTCTT GCGCCTTAAATAAAACCCGAAACT 
SaU307 GCGCTGGCCTTTAGAAC GCGTTGTAGGAAATTTGAGTAGTAAG 
SaU285 GCGACATATTGCA'ITAAAAACATACTT GCGGACTAATTCTAlTTrACACCAACAAC 
SaU271 GTTGCAGTTGTGCGTGGGAGAGAG GCGACATAGCTAATTAAGTAAGTT 
Table Bl. Coiitd. 
Primer sequence 
SSR marker Forward Reverse 
Satt367 GCGGATATGCCACTTCTCTCGTGAC GCGGAATAGTTGCCAAACAATAATC 
Satt384 TGGGGGTCAATTTTAAT'ITGTGC ATTTCCCTTTCACCCACCTCTGTTT 
Satt336 AATTGGAGTGGGTCACAC TTCCCGGAAAGAAAGAAA 
Sattl94 GGGCCCAACTGATATTTAATTGTAA GCGCTTTGTGTTCCGATTTTGAT 
Satt314 GCGGAGATTGGAACCTACTCATTC GCGGGGACCAAAAATTCAAAA 
Satt409 CCTTAGACCATGAATGTCTCGAAGATA CTTAAGGACACGTGGAAGATGACTAC 
Satt242 GCGTTGATCAGGTCGATTTTTATTTGT GCGAGTGCCAACTAACTACTTTTATGA 
Satt329 GCGGGACGCAAAATTGGATTTAGT GCGCCGAATAAAACGTGAGAACTG 
Satt358 GCGGCGCITTATGTAACAATACGATTT GCGAGTAAAAGCAGAGTGCGGAGTA 
Satt395 CGCGCTAGTTGAATGAATGT GCGCATTGAGGAATITTTTAT 
Satt577 CAAGCTTAAGTCTTGG'ICTTCTCT GGCCTGACCCAAAACTAAGGGAAGTG 
Satt357 CCTGAGCAATTCATACTCC TAACCGATCCGATCCTTGACA 
Satt227 GCTCTGCCAAATAGTGTV CACCCTGGCACATAGA 
Satt390 AGTGGCTGATAAAAAAAATACTCA ATAATCGCGGCACAATAATTC 
Table B2. Description of the SSR markers in the 11 eleven multiplex sets including their linkage 
group designation, allele size range, and their forward primer dye label. 
Multiplex SSR marker Linkage Forward primer 
set locus group Allele size range dye label 
bp 
1 GMGLPSI2 I 72-85 FAM 
SOYHSP176 F 114-126 FAM 
Satt022 N 163-184 FAM 
Satt063 B2 107-154 TET 
Satt006 L 187-199 TET 
Satt020 82 104-116 HEX 
Satt009 N 160 - 230 HEX 
2 Sattl55 A1 117-135 FAM 
Satt042 A1 159-186 FAM 
Sct_026 81 79-83 FAM 
SattlTO C2 98-113 TET 
Sattl65 A1 198-222 TET 
Sattl87 A2 134- 185 HEX 
3 Satt072 F 93-96 FAM 
Satt046 fC 159-251 FAM 
SattI76 F 73-112 TET 
Sattl73 0 144-198 TET 
SattI68 82 85-128 HEX 
Sattl34 C2 159-189 HEX 
Sattl60 F 241 -277 HEX 
4 Sattl84 Dla 94-137 FAM 
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Table B2. Contd, 
Multiplex SSR marker Linkage Forward primer 




Sattl72 Dlb 73-100 TET 
SattI90 CI 169-224 TET 
Satt077 Dla 85-91 HEX 
SattOOS Dlb 144- 180 HEX 
Satti41 Dlb 198-237 HEX 
Satt070 B2 139-170 FAM 
Sattl85 E 179-224 FAM 
ScttOOS D2 91 -97 TET 
SattI35 D2 116-161 TET 
Satt012 G 194 - 234 TET 
Satt045 E 132-151 HEX 
Satt014 D2 171-192 HEX 
Sattiei CI 101 - 156 FAM 
Sattl71 F 247-277 FAM 
Sattl78 K 93 - 126 TET 
Sattl48 I 150-171 TET 
Sattl83 J 219-243 TET 
Sctt009 H 86-93 HEX 
SattlSI H 103 -145 HEX 
SattOOI K 167-228 HEX 
Sattl89 Dlb 166-181 FAM 
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Table B2. Contd. 
Multiplex SSR marker Linkage Forward primer 
set locus group Allele size range dye label 
bp 
Sattl52 N 82-128 TET 
Sattl46 F 140-199 TET 
Sattl43 L 208 - 238 TET 
Sattl82 L 82- 106 HEX 
Sattl75 M 123-174 HEX 
8 Sattl86 D2 109-139 FAM 
SattI54 D2 152-230 FAM 
Sattl29 Q 155-185 TET 
Sattl53 O 71 - 107 HEX 
Satt03I D2 127-172 HEX 
Satt002 D2 185-206 HEX 
9 Satt225 Al 97-106 FAM 
Satt588 K 135-172 FAM 
Satt27I Dlb 115-127 TET 
Satt367 I 192-232 TET 
Satt309 G 127- 152 HEX 
Satt307 C2 165-185 HEX 
Satt285 J 206-243 HEX 
10 Satt384 E 121-150 FAM 
Satt336 M 179-188 FAM 
Sattl94 CI 216-251 FAM 
Satt242 K 176-206 TET 
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Table B2. Contd. 
Multiplex SSR marker Linkage Forward primer 
set locus group Allele size range dye label 
bp 
Satt329 A2 256 - 280 TET 
Satt409 A2 163-188 HEX 
Satt314 C2 240-246 HEX 
11 Satt358 0 160-205 FAM 
Sat395 F 279-296 FAM 
Satt227 C2 146-153 TET 
Satt390 A2 225 - 231 TET 
Satt577 B2 110-122 HEX 
Satt357 C2 215-318 HEX 
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Table B3. Multiplex PCR and pooling conditions for the eleven multiplex sets. 
PCR 
Multiplex Set SSR markers Run Primer ratio t Pooling ratio J 
1 GMGLPSI2:HSP176:Satt022 1 1:1:2 2 
Satt020;Satt009 2 1:3 0 
Satt063:Satt006 3 2:1 1 
2 Sct_026, Sattl55:Satt042 1 1:6:3 2 
SattI87 2 4^1 J 
Sattl70;Sattl65 3 1:3 1 
3 Satt072 1 1 1 
Satt046 2 I 1 
SattI68 3 3^1 2 
Sattl34:Sattl60 4 1:3 (3 ^1) 3 
Satti76:Sattl73 5 1:3 1 
4 Sattl84:SattI79 I 1:5 3 
Satt077 1 0.5 |il 1 
Satt005:Sattl41 2 2:1 (3 ul) 3 
Sattl72:SattI90 3 1:1 2 
5 Satt070:Sattl85 1 2:1 1 
Satt045:Satt014 2 1:1 2 
Sctt008:Sattl35:Satt012 3 1:3:10 I 
6 SattI61:Sattl71 1 1:3 I 
Sattl81:Satt001 2 1:3 •n J 
ScttOG9 J 1 I 
Sattl78 4 0.5 jil I 
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Table B3. Contd. 
PGR 
Multiplex Set SSR markers Run Primer ratio t Pooling ratio J 
Sattl48:Sattl83 5 1:1 2 
7 Sattl89 1 I 1 
Sattl82 Sattl75 2 1:3 2 
SattI52:Sattl43 3 1:1 2 
Sattl46 4 1 3 
8 Sattl86:Sattl54 1 1:1 1 
Sattl53:Satt031:Satt002 2 1:2:2 4 
Sattl29 3 1 3 
9 Satt225:Satt588 I 1:1 1 
Satt309:Satt307:Satt285 2 1:1:1 3 
Satt271;Satt367 J 1:1 1 
10 Satt384;Satt336 1 1:3 2 
Sattl94 2 2^1 1 
Satt314:Satt409 3 1:3 2 
Satt242:Satt329 4 1:2 2 
11 Satt358:Satt395 1 1:1 I 
Satt577:Satt35 2 1:2 1 
Satt227:Satt390 3 1:1 1 
t The amount of the forward/reverse primer stock solution used for each SSR marker in multiplex 
PGR. The total volume of primer used for each PGR run was 1.0 |il, unless indicated otherwise. 
J Ratio of volume pooled from each PGR run within a multiplex set. A 1.5-(il aliquot of the pooled 
sample for each multiplex set was submitted for gel analysis. 
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Figure B4. Electropherogram display of the analysis of seven SSR markers from multiplex set one in 
a single gel lane taken from GENOTYPER output. SSR markers with the same label are analyzed in 
individual panels. Panel A shows the analysis of three FAM (blue) labeled SSR markers. Panel B 
two TET (green) labeled SSR markers, and Panel C two HEX (yellow) labeled SSR markers. The 
top-horizontal scale is a size range in bp and the right-vertical scale is a measure of intensity, in 
fluorescent units, of the allele peaks. Each peak is labeled with the size of the allele (bp). The SSR 
markers are listed corresponding to the order of the allele peaks detected within each panel. 
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Figure B4. Electropherogram display of the analysis of five SSR markers from multiplex set two in a 
single gel lane taken from GENOTYPER output. SSR markers with the same label are analyzed in 
individual panels. Panel A shows the analysis of two FAM (blue) labeled SSR markers. Panel B two 
TET (green) labeled SSR markers, and Panel C one HEX (yellow) labeled SSR markers. The top-
horizontal scale is a size range in bp and the right-vertical scale is a measure of intensity, in 
fluorescent units, of the allele peaks. Each peak is labeled with the size of the allele (bp). The SSR 
markers are listed corresponding to the order of the allele peaks detected within each panel. The two 
alleles detected for Sattl65 (219, 222) and Sattl87 (173, 185) indicates that the soybean line was 
heterogeneous for those markers. 
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Figure B4. Electropherogram display of the analysis of seven SSR markers from multiplex set three 
in a single gel lane taken from GENOTYPER output. SSR markers with the same label are analyzed 
in individual panels. Panel A shows the analysis of two FAM (blue) labeled SSR markers, Panel B 
two TET (green) labeled SSR markers, and Panel C three HEX (yellow) labeled SSR markers. The 
top-horizontal scale is a size range in bp and the right-vertical scale is a measure of intensity, in 
fluorescent units, of the allele peaks. Each peak is labeled with the size of the allele (bp). The SSR 
markers are listed corresponding to the order of the allele peaks detected within each panel. 
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Figure B4. Electropherogram display of the analysis of five SSR markers from multiplex set four in a 
single gel lane taken from GENOTYPER output. SSR markers with the same label are analyzed in 
individual panels. Panel A shows the analysis of two FAM (blue) labeled SSR markers. Panel B one 
TET (green) labeled SSR markers, and Panel C two HEX (yellow) labeled SSR markers. The top-
horizontal scale is a size range in bp and the right-vertical scale is a measure of intensity, in 
fluorescent units, of the allele peaks. Each peak is labeled with the size of the allele (bp). The SSR 
markers are listed corresponding to the order of the allele peaks detected within each panel. The two 
alleles detected for Sattl72 (85, 190) indicates the soybean line was heterogeneous for that marker. 
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Figure B5. Electropherogram display of the analysis of seven SSR markers from multiplex set five in 
a single gel lane taken from GENOTYPER output. SSR markers with the same label are analyzed in 
individual panels. Panel A shows the analysis of two FAM (blue) labeled SSR markers. Panel B 
three TET (green) labeled SSR markers, and Panel C two HEX (yellow) labeled SSR markers. The 
top-horizontal scale is a size range in bp and the right-vertical scale is a measure of intensity, in 
fluorescent units, of the allele peaks. Each peak is labeled with the size of the allele (bp). The SSR 
markers are listed corresponding to the order of the allele peaks detected within each panel. The two 
allele peaks detected for SattI85 (179,203) indicates that the soybean line was heterogeneous for that 
marker. 
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Figure B6. Electropherogram display of the analysis of eight SSR markers from multiplex set six in a 
single gel lane taken from GENOTYPER output. SSR markers with the same label are analyzed in 
individual panels. Panel A shows the analysis of two FAM (blue) labeled SSR markers. Panel B 
three TET (green) labeled SSR markers, and Panel C three HEX (yellow) labeled SSR markers. The 
top-horizontal scale is a size range in bp and the right-vertical scale is a measure of intensity, in 
fluorescent units, of the allele peaks. Each peak is labeled with the size of the allele (bp). The SSR 
markers are listed corresponding to the order of the allele peaks detected within each panel. 
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Figure B7. Electropherogram display of the analysis of seven SSR markers from multiplex set seven 
in a single gel lane taken from GENOTYPER output. SSR markers with the same label are analyzed 
in individual panels. Panel A shows the analysis of one FAM (blue) labeled SSR markers. Panel B 
three TET (green) labeled SSR markers, and Panel C two HEX (yellow) labeled SSR markers. The 
top-horizontal scale is a size range in bp and the right-vertica! scale is a measure of intensity, in 
fluorescent units, of the allele peaks. Each peak is labeled with the size of the allele (bp). The SSR 
markers are listed corresponding to the order of the allele peaks detected within each panel. 
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Figure B8. Electropherogram display of the analysis of six SSR markers from multiplex set eight in a 
single gel lane taken from GENOTVTER output. SSR markers with the same label are analyzed in 
individual panels. Pcmel A shows the analysis of two FAM (blue) labeled SSR markers. Pane/ B one 
TET (green) labeled SSR markers, and Panel C three HEX (yellow) labeled SSR markers. The top-
horizontal scale is a size range in bp and the right-vertical scale is a measure of intensity, in 
fluorescent units, of the allele peaks. Each peak is labeled with the size of the allele (bp). The SSR 
markers are listed corresponding to the order of the allele peaks detected within each panel. 
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Figure B9. Electropherogram display of the analysis of seven SSR markers from multiplex set nine in 
a single gel lane taken from GENOTVTER output. SSR markers with the same label are analyzed in 
individual panels. Panel A shows the analysis of two FAM (blue) labeled SSR markers. Panel B two 
TET (green) labeled SSR markers, and Panel C three HEX (yellow) labeled SSR markers. The top-
horizontal scale is a size range in bp and the right-vertical scale is a measure of intensitv', in 
fluorescent units, of the allele peaks. Each peak is labeled with the size of the allele (bp). The SSR 
markers are listed corresponding to the order of the allele peaks detected within each panel. 
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Figure BIO. Electropherogram display of the analysis of seven SSR markers from multiplex set 10 in 
a single gel lane taken from GENOTYPER output. SSR markers with the same label are analyzed in 
individual panels. Panel A shows the analysis of three FAM (blue) labeled SSR markers. Panel B 
two TET (green) labeled SSR markers, and Panel C nvo HEX (yellow) labeled SSR markers. The 
top-horizontal scale is a size range in bp and the right-vertical scale is a measure of intensity, in 
fluorescent units, of the allele peaks. Each peak is labeled with the size of the allele (bp). The SSR 
markers are listed corresponding to the order of the allele peaks detected within each panel. 
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Figure B11. Electropherogram display of the analysis of five SSR markers from multiplex set 11 in a 
single gel lane taken from GENOTYPER output. SSR markers with the same label are analyzed in 
individual panels. Panel A shows the analysis of one FAM (blue) labeled SSR markers, Panel B two 
TET (green) labeled SSR markers, and Panel C two HEX (yellow) labeled SSR markers. The top-
horizontal scale is a size range in bp and the right-vertical scale is a measure of intensity, in 
fluorescent units, of the allele peaks. Each peak is labeled with the size of the allele (bp). The SSR 
t 
markers are listed corresponding to the order of the allele peaks detected within each panel. The two 
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Table CI. SSR allele within the parent populations of API 0 to API 4 across 74 SSR marker loci. 
Parent population t 
age group Locus Allele Code? PIP TP EP 
—Frequency— 
A1 Satt042 159 P 0.07 0.04 -
A1 Satt042 165 P 0.03 0.01 -
A1 Satt042 171 C 0.06 0.25 0.44 
A1 Satt042 174 E - 0.01 0.01 
A1 Satt042 180 C 0.39 0.38 0.37 
A1 Satt042 183 C 0.38 0.27 0.15 
Al Satt042 186 C 0.07 0.05 0.03 
A1 Sattl55 117 P 0.03 0.01 -
Al Sattl55 120 C 0.51 0.68 0.85 
Al Sanl55 123 P 0.01 0.01 -
Al Sattl55 129 C 0.28 0.16 0.05 
Al SattI55 132 C 0.15 0.13 0.10 
Al Sattl55 135 P 0.03 0.01 -
Al Sattl65 198 P 0.01 0.01 -
Al Satt 165 210 C 0.55 0.35 0.15 
Al Sattl65 213 C 0J6 0.39 0.42 
Al Satt 165 219 C 0.07 0.25 0.42 
Al Satt225 97 C 0.51 0.53 0.54 
Al Satt225 100 C 0.07 0.24 0.41 
Al Satt225 106 c 0.41 0.23 0.05 
A2 Satt 187 134 p 0.17 0.08 -
A2 Sattl87 135 p 0.01 0.01 -
A2 Satt 187 173 c 0.49 0.55 0.62 
A2 SattI87 176 p 0.26 0.13 -
A2 Sattl87 185 c 0.08 0.23 0.38 
A2 Satt329 256 c 0.05 0.03 0.01 
A2 Satt329 266 c 0.45 0.37 0.28 
A2 Satt329 271 c 0.05 021 0.36 
A2 Satt329 274 c 0-17 0.12 0.08 
A2 Satt329 277 c 0.26 026 027 
A2 Satt329 280 p 0.03 0.0! -
A2 Satt390 225 c 0.14 0.09 0.05 
A2 Satt390 228 c 0.64 0.79 0.95 
A2 Satt390 '231 p 0.23 0.11 -
A2 Satt409 163 p 0.21 O.ll -
A2 Satt409 166 c 0.10 0.06 0.03 
t f l  
Table CI. Contd. 
Parent population t 
ige group Locus Allele Code J PIP TP EP 
-
—Frequency— 
A2 Satt409 172 C 0.05 0.21 0.37 
A2 Satt409 175 P 0.07 0.04 -
A2 Satt409 182 C 0.21 0.16 0.12 
A2 Satt409 185 c 0J3 0.41 0.49 
A2 Satt409 188 p 0.03 0.01 -
B1 Sct_026 79 p 0.03 0.01 -
81 Sct_026 81 c 0.66 0.63 0.59 
B1 Sct_026 83 c 0.31 0.36 0.41 
B2 San020 104 c 0.76 0.65 0.54 
82 Satt020 116 c 0.24 0.35 0.46 
82 Satt063 107 c 0.1 0.09 0.08 
82 Satt063 119 p 0.03 0.01 -
82 Satt063 148 c 0.7 0.81 0.92 
82 Satt063 151 p 0.17 0.09 -
82 Satt070 142 c 0.47 0.51 0.54 
82 Satt070 145 c 0.15 0.09 0.03 
82 Satt070 158 c 0.28 0.31 0.35 
82 SattOTO 170 c 0.09 0.09 0.09 
82 Sattl68 91 E - 0.01 0.03 
82 Sattl68 99 c 0.14 0.08 0.03 
82 SattI68 119 c 0.23 0.19 0.16 
82 Sattl68 122 c OJO 0J5 0.41 
82 Sattl68 125 c 0.32 0.34 0.36 
82 SattI68 128 c 0.01 0.02 0.03 
82 Satt577 101 p 0.24 0.12 -
82 Satt577 no p 0.07 0.04 -
82 Satt577 113 c O.I 0.07 0.04 
82 Satt577 119 c 0.5 0.35 0.21 
82 Satt577 122 c 0.09 0.42 0.76 
CI Sattl61 107 c 0.6 0.44 0.27 
CI SattI61 110 c 0.01 0.19 036 
CI Sattl61 128 c 0.03 0-13 0.24 
CI Sattl61 131 p 0.04 0.02 -
CI SattI61 153 p 0.05 0.03 -
CI SattI61 156 c 0.27 0.20 0.13 
CI Sattl90 169 p 0.03 0.01 -
CI SattI90 178 E - 0.12 0.24 
Table CI. Contd. 
Parent population t 
ikage group Locus Allele Code X PIP TP EP 
— 
—Frequency— 
CI SattI90 184 C 0.50 0.44 0.38 
C! Sattl90 190 C 0.47 0.31 0.14 
Ci Sattl90 224 E - 0.11 0.23 
CI Sattl94 216 P 0.49 0.25 -
CI Sattl94 242 P 0.10 0.05 -
CI Sattl94 245 C 0.38 0.54 0.72 
CI Sattl94 248 C 0.01 0.15 0.28 
CI Sattl94 251 P 0.03 0.01 -
C2 SattI34 159 C 0.46 0.65 0.83 
C2 Sattl34 171 P 0.03 0.01 -
C2 Sattl34 174 C 0.25 0.14 0.03 
C2 Sattl34 177 P 0.14 0.07 -
C2 Sattl34 183 c 0.07 0.05 0.03 
C2 Sattl34 185 E - 0.06 0.12 
C2 Sattl34 189 P 0.05 0.03 -
C2 Sattl70 98 C 0.97 0.97 0.97 
C2 SattlTO 110 E - 0.01 0.03 
C2 SattlTO 113 P 0.03 0.01 -
C2 Satt227 146 C 0.95 0.92 0.9 
C2 Satt227 149 E 0.05 0.05 O.I 
C2 Satt227 153 P • - 0.03 -
C2 SatG07 165 C 0.14 0.20 0.26 
C2 Satt307 171 P 0.03 0.01 -
C2 Satt307 174 P 0.53 0.27 -
C2 Satt307 179 P 0.03 0.01 -
C2 Satt307 182 C 0.29 0.50 0.72 
C2 Satt307 185 E 0J6 0.01 0.03 
C2 Satt357 215 C - 0.56 0.76 
C2 Satt357 311 P 0.09 0.04 -
C2 Satt357 318 C 0.55 0.40 0.24 
Dla Satt077 85 C 0.69 0.53 0.37 
Dla Satt077 88 C 0.03 0.03 0.03 
Dla Satt077 91 C 0.29 0.44 0.6 
Dla Sattl29 155 C 0.2 0J3 0.05 
Dla Sattl29 158 P 0.07 0.04 -
Dla Sattl29 167 C 0.26 035 0.45 
Dla Sattl29 185 C 0.46 0.48 0.5 
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Table CI. Contd. 
Parent population t 
age group Locus Allele Code; PIP TP EP 
—Frequency— 
D I a  Sattl79 166 P 0.01 0.01 -
D I a  Sattl79 169 E 0.21 0.01 0.03 
D I a  Sattl79 206 C - 0.13 0.05 
D I a  SattI79 215 C 028 0.27 0.26 
D I a  SattI79 217 P 0.01 0.01 -
D I a  SattI79 218 C 0.45 0.54 0.64 
D i a  Sattl79 22! c 0.01 0.02 0.03 
D I a  Sattl79 224 p 0.03 0.0! -
D I a  Sattl84 94 p 0.07 0.04 -
D I a  Satti84 100 c 0.11 0.20 0.28 
D I a  SattI84 101 E 0.57 0.01 0.01 
D I a  SattI84 121 c - 0.45 0.32 
D I a  SattI84 134 P 0.09 0.04 -
D I a  Sattl84 137 C 0.15 0.27 0.38 
D I b  SattOOS 144 C 0.07 0.27 0.47 
D I b  SattOOS 147 P 0.03 0.01 -
D I b  SattOOS 1S6 C 0.15 0.08 0.0! 
D I b  SattOOS 162 P 0.16 0.08 -
D I b  SattOOS 16S P 0.33 0.16 -
D I b  SattOOS 168 C 0.03 0.03 0.04 
D I b  SattOOS 174 C 0.12 0.25 0.38 
D I b  SattOOS 177 E O.I I 0.04 0.09 
D I b  SattOOS 180 P - 0.06 -
D I b  SattI4I 225 P 0.03 0.01 -
D I b  SattI4I 228 C 0.68 0.60 0.53 
D I b  Sattl4I 234 C 0.22 0.3! 0.4 
D I b  Sattl4l 237 C 0.07 0.07 0.08 
D I b  SattI72 73 C 0.04 0.03 0.0! 
D I b  SattI72 85 C 0.1 0.16 0.22 
D I b  Sattl72 86 P 0.01 0.0! -
D I b  Sattl72 88 C 0.53 0.42 0.32 
D I b  Sattl72 97 C 0.29 0.15 0.0! 
D I b  SattI72 98 p 0.03 0.01 -
D I b  SattI72 100 C 0.01 0.22 0.44 
D I b  SattI89 166 C 0.38 0.66 0.95 
D I b  SattI89 169 p 0.16 0.08 -
D I b  SattI89 172 C 0.44 0.24 0.04 
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Table CI. Contd. 
Parent population t 
age group Locus Allele Code X PIP TP EP 
-
—Frequency— 
D l b  Sattl89 175 P 0.03 0.01 -
D l b  Sattl89 181 E - 0.01 0.01 
D l b  Satt271 115 C 0.35 0.45 0.55 
D l b  Satt271 118 C 0.21 0.12 0.03 
D l b  Satt271 124 C 0.44 0.43 0.42 
D2 Satt002 185 P 0.01 0.01 -
D2 Satt002 188 C 0.75 0.75 0.74 
D2 Satt002 191 P O . I l  0.06 -
D2 Satt002 194 P 0.1 0.05 -
D2 Satt002 196 E - 0.13 0.26 
D2 Satt002 206 P 0.03 0.01 -
D2 Satt014 171 C 0.03 0.03 0.03 
D2 Satt014 174 C 0.84 0.82 0.79 
D2 SattOl4 189 P 0.06 0.03 -
D2 Satt0!4 192 c 0.07 0.13 0.18 
D2 Satt031 127 c 0.74 0.72 0.69 
D2 SattOS I 130 c 0.09 0.15 0.21 
D2 Satt031 136 c O . I I  0.08 0.04 
D2 Satt031 172 c 0.06 0.06 0.06 
D2 Sattl35 116 c 0.21 0.13 0.05 
D2 SattI35 143 p 0.03 0.01 -
D2 Sattl35 146 c 0.71 0.83 0-95 
D2 SattI35 149 p 0.01 0.01 -
D2 Sattl35 161 p 0.04 0.02 -
D2 Sattl54 155 c 0.62 0.46 0-31 
D2 Sattl54 161 c 0.09 0.06 0.03 
D2 SattI54 170 c 0.12 0-15 0-18 
D2 Sattl54 173 c 0.05 0.15 0-26 
D2 Sattl54 179 p 0.03 0.01 -
D2 Sattl54 218 p 0.03 0.01 -
D2 Sattl54 227 p 0.05 0.03 -
D2 Sattl54 230 c 0.03 0.13 0-23 
D2 Sattl86 103 p 0.03 0.01 -
D2 Sattl86 109 p 0.09 0.04 -
D2 SattI86 118 p 0.03 0.01 -
D2 Sattl86 127 c 0.81 0.72 0-63 
D2 SattI86 130 E 0-14 0.28 
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Table CI. Contd. 
Parent population t 
ige group Locus Allele Code J PIP TP EP 
—Frequency— 
D2 Sattl86 133 C 0.03 0.06 0.09 
D2 Sattl86 139 P 0.03 0.01 -
D2 ScttOOS 91 C 0.82 0.78 0.73 
D2 ScttOOS 94 C 0.15 0.21 0.27 
D2 ScnOOS 97 P 0.03 0.01 -
E Satt045 132 E - 0.01 0.03 
E Satt045 138 P 0.03 0.01 -
E Satt045 139 P 0.14 0.07 -
E Satt045 142 C 0.65 0.66 0.67 
E Satt045 145 C 0.04 0.07 0.1 
E Satt045 148 C 0.14 0.09 0.05 
E Satt045 151 C 0.01 0.08 0.15 
E Sattl85 179 P 0.17 0.09 -
E Sanl85 182 C 0.1 0.14 0.18 
E Sattl85 188 P 0.03 0.01 -
E SattI85 191 C 0.03 0.04 0.06 
E Sattl85 197 p 0.15 0.08 -
E Sattl85 200 C 0.2 0.22 0.23 
E Sattl85 203 C 0.17 0.23 0.29 
E Sattl85 221 c 0.15 0.11 0.08 
E Sattl85 224 E - 0.08 0.15 
E Satt384 121 P 0.15 0.08 -
E Satt384 144 P 0.03 0.01 -
E Satt384 150 c 0.82 0.91 1 
F HSP176 114 c 0.94 0.76 0.57 
F HSPI76 126 c 0.06 0.24 0.43 
F Satt072 93 c 0.26 0.42 0.59 
F Satt072 96 c 0.74 0.58 0.41 
F Sattl46 151 c 0.31 0.38 0.45 
F Sattl46 154 c 0.31 0.23 0.15 
F Sattl46 157 E - 0.01 0.03 
F SattI46 160 P 0.03 0.01 -
F Sattl46 165 C 0.03 0.11 0.21 
F Sattl46 172 c 0.15 0.13 0.12 
F Sattl46 175 c 0.12 0.09 0.05 
F Sattl46 193 P 0.03 0.01 -
F Sattl46 208 p 0.03 0.01 -
Table CI. Contd. 
Parent population t 
ige group Locus Allele Code J PIP TP EP 
Frequency— 
F Satti60 241 P 0.09 0.04 -
F Sattl60 247 C 0.1 0.30 0.51 
F Sattl60 251 P 0.06 0.03 -
F Sattl60 254 C 0.23 0.22 0.22 
F Sattl60 257 C 0.26 0.27 0.27 
F SattI60 260 P 0.05 0.03 -
F Sattl60 2T4 P 0.09 0.04 -
F Sattl60 2T5 P 0.06 0.03 -
F Sattl60 111 P 0.06 0.03 -
F Sanl71 241 P 0.09 0.04 -
F SattlTI 247 C 0.06 0.27 0.49 
F SattlTl 250 P 0.07 0.04 -
F SattlTl 253 C 0.17 0.20 0.22 
F Sattl71 256 C 0.29 0.28 0.27 
F SattlTl 259 P 0.05 0.03 -
F S a t t l T l  274 C 0.17 0.10 0.03 
F S a t t l T l  111 P 0.09 0.04 -
F SattlT6 73 C 0.31 0.20 0.08 
F SattlT6 91 c 0.19 0.30 0.41 
F SattlT6 100 c 0.33 0.20 0.08 
F SattIT6 103 c 0.15 0.23 0-31 
F SattlT6 112 c 0.03 0.08 0.13 
F Satt395 279 c 0.97 0.99 1 
F Satt395 296 P 0.03 0.01 -
G Satt012 194 p 0.01 0.01 -
G Satt012 197 c 0.01 0.09 0.18 
G SattOI2 206 c 0.62 0.67 0-72 
G Satt012 209 E - 0.05 0.1 
G Satt012 213 P 0.03 0.01 -
G Satt012 216 P 0.04 0-02 -
G Satt012 225 P 0.12 0.06 -
G Satt012 231 P 0.11 0.06 -
G Satt012 234 P 0.05 0.03 -
G Satt309 127 C 0.26 0.17 0.08 
G Satt309 133 C 0.42 0-38 0.33 
G Satt309 136 c 0-04 0.04 0-04 
G Satt3Q9 149 c 0.27 0.40 0-53 
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Table Cl. Contd. 
Parent population t 
ige group Locus Allele Code t PIP TP EP 
—-
-Frequency 
G Satt309 152 C 0.01 0.02 0.03 
H SattlSl 103 C 0.3 0.22 0.14 
H SattiSI 124 P 0.19 0.09 -
H SattlSl 130 C 0.06 0.04 0.01 
H SattlSl 133 C 0.3 0.49 0.69 
H SattlSl 136 P 0.09 0.04 -
H SattlSl 139 P 0.03 0.01 -
H SattlSl 142 C 0.04 0.09 0.15 
H Satt314 240 C 0.46 0.48 0.5 
H Satt314 243 C 0.51 0.51 0.5 
H Satt314 246 P 0.03 0.01 -
H Sctt009 86 C 0.18 0.25 0.32 
H Sctt009 89 P 0.03 0.01 -
H Scti009 93 C 0.79 0.74 0.68 
I GMGLPSI2 72 E - 0.01 0.03 
I GMGLPSI2 74 C 0.12 0.20 0.28 
I GMGLPSI2 82 C 0.64 0.58 0.51 
I GMGLPSI2 85 C 0.24 0.21 0.18 
I Sattl48 150 C 0.07 0.05 0.03 
I Sattl4S 156 C 0.41 0.41 0.4 
I Sattl48 162 C 0.09 0.13 0.18 
I SattI48 165 C 02 0.18 0.15 
I SattMS 168 P 0.15 0.08 -
I SattHS 171 C 0.07 0.16 0.24 
I Satt367 192 P 0.05 0.03 -
I Satt367 210 C 0.54 0.68 0.82 
I Satt367 215 P 0.03 0.01 -
I Satt367 220 C 0.11 0.13 0.15 
I Satt367 223 P 0.06 0.03 -
I Satt367 226 P 0-03 0.01 -
I Satt367 229 C 0.17 0.10 0.03 
r Satt367 232 P 0.01 0-01 -
J Sattl83 219 P 0.01 0.01 -
J SattlSS 222 C 0.75 0.83 0.91 
J SattlSS 228 c O.I 0.08 0.06 
J SattlSS 243 c 0.14 0.08 0.03 
J Satt285 206 c 0.33 0.35 0.37 
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Table CI. Contd. 
Parent population t 
ige group Locus Allele CodeJ PIP TP EP 
—Frequency 
J Satt285 209 P 0.03 0.01 -
J Satt285 240 C 0.65 0.60 0.55 
J Satt285 243 E - 0.04 0.08 
K SattOO 1 i06 P 0.01 0.01 -
K SattOO 1 167 P 0.33 0.16 -
K SattOO 1 185 P 0.01 0.01 -
K SattOO1 191 C 0.03 0.03 0.03 
K SattOO 1 194 C 0.56 0.52 0.47 
K SattOO 1 197 E - 0.04 0.09 
K SattOO1 203 E - 0.20 0.41 
K SattOOI 206 P 0.03 0.01 -
K SattOO1 222 P 0.04 0.02 -
K. Satt046 159 C 0.04 0.03 0.01 
K Satt046 185 C 0.59 0.33 0.06 
K Satt046 220 P 0.03 0.01 -
K Satt046 233 C 0.21 0J4 0.46 
K Satt046 236 P 0.05 0.03 -
K Satt046 239 E - 0.03 0.06 
K Satt046 251 C 0.09 0.24 0.4 
K Sattl78 93 C 0.7 0.75 0.79 
K SattI78 102 E - 0.01 0.03 
K Sattl78 105 C 0.05 0.04 0.03 
K Sattl78 114 C 0.2 0.17 0.14 
K Sattl78 117 P 0.03 0.01 -
K Sattl78 124 E - 0.01 0.01 
K Sattl78 126 P 0.03 0.01 -
K Satt242 176 P 0.05 0.03 -
K Satt242 179 P 0.11 0.06 -
K Satt242 185 P 0.01 0.01 -
K Satt242 191 P O.I I 0.06 -
K Satt242 194 C 0.04 0.06 0.08 
K Satt242 197 C 0.1 0.14 0.18 
K Satt242 200 c 0.46 0-46 0.45 
K Satt242 206 c O . l l  0.20 029 
K Satt588 135 c 0.03 0.03 0.03 
K Satt588 144 c 0.14 0.26 0J8 
K Satt588 147 P 0.03 0.01 -
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Table CI. Contd. 
Parent population t 
ige group Locus Allele Code J PIP TP EP 
—Frequency— 
K Satt588 169 C 0.61 0.60 0.59 
K Satt588 172 P 0.2 0.10 -
L Satt006 187 c 0.65 0.82 I 
L San006 190 p 0.06 0.03 -
L Satt006 193 p 0.24 0.12 -
L SattOOe 196 p 0.03 0.01 -
L Satt006 199 p 0.03 0.01 -
L Sattl43 208 p 0.03 0.01 -
L Sattl43 211 c 0.28 0.16 0.04 
L Sattl43 214 c 0.05 0.28 0.51 
L Sattl43 235 c 0.17 0.31 0.45 
L Sattl43 238 p 0.47 0.24 -
L SattI82 82 c 1 0.82 0.63 
L Sattl82 106 E - 0.18 0.37 
M Sattl75 144 c 0.09 0.14 0.19 
M SattI75 147 c 0.34 0.34 0.35 
M Sattl75 150 c 0.06 0.05 0.04 
M Sattl75 153 c 0.44 0.30 0.17 
M Sattl75 162 c 0.03 0.14 0.26 
M SattI75 174 p 0.05 0.03 -
M Satt336 173 c 0.1 0.08 0.05 
M Satt336 179 c 0.74 0.77 0.79 
M Satt336 188 c 0.15 0.15 0.15 
N Satt009 160 c 0.03 0.03 0.03 
N Satt009 163 c 0.61 0.48 0.35 
N Satt009 166 E - 0.01 0.03 
N Satt009 172 c 0.09 0.05 0.01 
N Satt009 184 c 0.07 0.08 0.09 
N Satt009 187 E - 0.01 0-01 
N Satt009 217 P 0.05 0.03 -
N Satt009 220 C 0.1 0.21 0.32 
N Satt009 223 C 0.05 0.11 0.17 
N Satt022 163 C 0.54 0.54 0.54 
N Satt022 166 C 0.01 0.09 0.17 
N Satt022 172 P 0.03 0.01 -
N Satt022 175 C 0.33 OJO 0.28 
N Satt022 184 C 0-1 0.06 0.01 
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Table CI. Contd. 
Linkage group Locus Allele CodeJ PIP 
Parent population t 
TP EP 
— Frequency 
N Sattl52 82 P 0.15 0.08 -
N Sattl52 93 E - 0.01 0.01 
N Sattl52 110 C 0.61 0.64 0.67 
N Sattl52 113 C 0.12 0.11 0.1 
N Sattl52 119 P 0.05 0.03 -
N Sattl52 125 C 0.01 0.02 0.03 
N Sattl52 128 E - 0.04 0.09 
N Sattl52 143 C 0.05 0.08 0.1 
0 Sattl53 71 C 0.64 0.62 0.6 
0 Sattl53 86 C 0.1 0.25 0.4 
0 Sattl53 104 P 0.23 0.12 -
0 Sattl53 107 P 0.03 O.Ol -
0 Sattl73 144 c 0.09 0.23 0.37 
0 Sattl73 153 c 0.06 0.13 0.19 
0 Sattl73 156 c 0.08 0.06 0.04 
0 Sattl73 159 p 0.19 0.10 -
0 Sattl73 162 p 0.03 0.01 -
0 Sattl73 174 p 0.03 0.01 -
0 Sattl73 186 p 0.08 0.04 -
0 Sattl73 189 c 0.03 0.11 0.19 
0 Sattl73 192 c 0.05 0.04 0.04 
0 Sattl73 195 c 0.37 0.26 0.14 
0 Sattl73 198 E - 0.01 0.03 
0 Satt358 160 c 0.45 0.25 0.04 
0 Satt358 192 c 0.38 0.46 0.55 
0 Satt358 195 E - 0.03 0.05 
0 Satt358 200 P 0.03 0.01 -
0 Satt358 205 C 0.15 0.25 0.36 
t PIP was the PI population consisting of 40 Pis, TP was the total population consisting of 40 Pis and 
39 elite soybean genotypes, and EP was the elite population consisting of 39 elite soybean genotypes. 
:J: C = common alleles to PIP and EP, P = alleles specific to PIP, E = alleles specific to EP. 
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